
     
        

    
 

 
 

 

 
 

   

   
  

  

   

 

 
 

  

FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 

April 22, 2024 

BY EMAIL AND CERTIFIED MAIL 
Caleb P. Burns 
Wiley Rein LLP 
1776 K Street NW 
Washington, DC 20006 
CBurns@wiley.law 

RE: MUR 7833 
Montcalm LLC 

Dear Mr. Burns: 

Enclosed please find the Factual and Legal Analysis, which more fully explains 
the Commission’s vote in this matter. This document will be placed on the public record 
as part of the file in MUR 7833. 

If you have any questions, please contact Jake Tully, the attorney assigned to this 
matter, at (202) 694-1404. 

Sincerely, 

Mark Shonkwiler 
Assistant General Counsel 

Enclosure: Factual and Legal Analysis 

MUR783300112
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1 FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 
2 FACTUAL AND LEGAL ANALYSIS 
3 
4 Respondents: Montcalm LLC MUR 7833 
5 
6 
7 I. INTRODUCTION 

8 The Complaint in this matter alleges that, on October 8, 2020, an unknown person used 

9 Montcalm LLC (“Montcalm”), a limited liability company formed just 10 days prior, to make a 

10 $150,000 contribution in the name of another to an independent expenditure-only political 

11 committee (“IEOPC”), Congressional Leadership Fund and Caleb Crosby in his official capacity 

12 as treasurer (“CLF”), in violation of the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended 

13 (the “Act”).1 The Complaint also alleges that Montcalm violated the Act by failing to register 

14 and report as a political committee despite meeting the legal requirements for political committee 

15 status.2 

16 On October 22, 2020, CLF reported a $150,000 contribution as being made by 

17 Montcalm.3  One day later, on October 23, 2020, the Complaint was filed with the Commission.4 

18 Later that same day, CLF amended its disclosure report to attribute the contribution to 

19 Montcalm’s single member, Hendrik “Hank” Meijer.5 

20 In its Response, Montcalm states that, after receiving the Complaint and press inquiries 

21 regarding the contribution, Montcalm informed CLF that the $150,000 contribution was 

1 Compl. ¶¶ 2, 5-6, 14-16, Ex. A (Oct. 23, 2020). 
2 Id. ¶¶ 3, 17-24. 
3 CLF, 2020 12-Day Pre-General Report at 192 (Oct. 22, 2020), https://docquery.fec.gov/pdf/227/20201022 
9336412227/202010229336412227.pdf. 
4 Compl. at 1 (reflecting receipt date of October 23, 2020). 
5 CLF, Amended 2020 12-Day Pre-General Report at 193 (Oct. 23, 2020), https://docquery.fec.gov/pdf/232/ 
202010239336506232/202010239336506232.pdf. 
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Factual & Legal Analysis 
Page 2 of 6 

1 attributable to Meijer as Montcalm’s sole member, and that CLF amended its disclosure report 

2 accordingly.6 While Montcalm acknowledges that, “[o]n October 8, 2020, Montcalm 

3 contributed $150,000 to CLF using capital provided by Mr. Meijer,”7 it argues that it did not 

4 make a contribution in the name of another and merely failed to disclose the identity of its single 

5 member at the time of making the contribution.8 

6 Montcalm acknowledges that Meijer provided the funds used to make the contribution, 

7 and the available information suggests that the funds were provided for that specific purpose.  In 

8 addition, available facts suggest that, when the contribution was transmitted via a wire transfer to 

9 CLF, the wire transfer provided Montcalm’s name with no mention of Meijer.  Thus, Meijer was 

10 the true source of the contribution purportedly made in Montcalm’s name, and Meijer should 

11 have been disclosed as the true contributor at the time of making the contribution.  The 

12 Commission finds no reason to believe that Montcalm violated 52 U.S.C. §§ 30102, 30103, or 

13 30104 by failing to register and report as a political committee. 

14 II. FACTUAL BACKGROUND 

15 Montcalm is a limited liability company (“LLC”) formed in Michigan on September 28, 

16 2020.9  Montcalm has a single natural person member, Hendrik Meijer, and is a disregarded 

6 Montcalm Resp. at 2 (Dec. 15, 2020). 
7 Id. at 2. 
8 Id. at 3-6. 
9 Compl., Ex. A (reflecting Montcalm’s articles of organization). 
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1 entity for federal tax purposes.10 Hendrik Meijer is the father of Peter Meijer, who was a 

2 candidate in Michigan’s 3rd Congressional District during the relevant period.11 

3 CLF is a hybrid political committee with a non-contribution account that registered with 

4 the Commission on October 24, 2011.12 Its current treasurer is Caleb Crosby.13  During the 

events at issue here, it was an independent expenditure-only political committee.14 5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

10 Montcalm Resp. at 2.  A “disregarded entity,” in the context of a single-member LLC that does not elect to 
be treated as a corporation, is an LLC whose taxable activities are reflected on its owner’s federal tax return. Single 
Member Limited Liability Companies, INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE, https://www.irs.gov/businesses/small-
businesses-self-employed/single-member-limited-liability-companies (last visited Dec. 22, 2023). 
11 2020 Michigan U.S. House – District 3 Republican Primary Results, THE DETROIT NEWS (Aug. 6. 2020), 
https://www.detroitnews.com/elections/results/race/2020-08-04-house-R-MI-23754/.  Peter Meijer ultimately won 
the general election in Michigan’s 3rd Congressional District for the 2021-2022 term. 
12 CLF, Amended Statement of Organization at 5 (Dec. 18, 2020), https://docquery.fec.gov/pdf/010/20201218 
9393370010/202012189393370010.pdf; CLF, Statement of Organization at 2 (Oct. 24, 2011), https://docquery.fec 
.gov/pdf/996/11030681996/11030681996.pdf. 
13 CLF, Amended Statement of Organization at 3 (Feb. 1, 2023), https://docquery.fec.gov/pdf/647/20230201 
9578112647/202302019578112647.pdf. 
14 See CLF, Statement of Organization at 1 (Oct. 24, 2011), https://docquery.fec.gov/pdf/996/11030681996/ 
11030681996.pdf (explaining that it intends to raise unlimited funds to make independent expenditures only). 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5

  On October 9, 2020, the 6 

7 day after CLF received the contribution, it began making independent expenditures opposing 

8 Hillary Scholten, Peter Meijer’s opponent in the general election.15 

9 On October 22, 2020, CLF filed its 2020 12-Day Pre-General report stating that the 

10 $150,000 contribution was from Montcalm with no mention of Meijer.16  The next day, on 

11 October 23, 2020, the Complaint in this matter was filed and released to the public.17 Members 

12 of the press contacted Montcalm regarding its contribution.18 Montcalm states that after it 

13 received press inquiries about the contribution to CLF, it conferred with Meijer’s business 

14 associates as well as CLF, and then informed CLF that the contribution was attributable to 

15 FEC Independent Expenditures:  Filtered Results, FEC.GOV, https://www.fec.gov/data/independent-
expenditures/?data_type=processed&q_spender=C00504530&is_notice=false&most_recent=true&candidate_office 
_state=MI&candidate_office_district=03&min_date=01%2F01%2F2019&max_date=12%2F31%2F2020 (last 
visited Dec. 22, 2023) (reflecting CLF’s independent expenditures addressing Michigan’s 3rd Congressional District 
during the 2020 election cycle); see also Compl. ¶ 7. 
16 CLF, 2020 12-Day Pre-General Election Report at 192 (Oct. 22, 2020), https://docquery.fec.gov/pdf/227/ 
202010229336412227/202010229336412227.pdf. 
17 Compl. at 1, also available at https://campaignlegal.org/sites/default/files/2020-10/10-23-20%20Montcalm 
%20LLC%20%28final%20signed%29.pdf; see also Melissa Nann Burke, Meijer Family Accused of Ties to ‘Straw 
Donor’ Scheme; Paperwork Issue Blamed, THE DETROIT NEWS, Oct. 25, 2020, https://www.detroitnews.com/story/ 
news/politics/2020/10/24/meijer-family-accused-ties-straw-donor-scheme-paperwork-blamed/3733858001/ (noting 
that the Complaint was filed on October 23, 2020, with a public link to the Complaint). 
18 Montcalm Resp. at 2 (stating that CLF reported the $150,000 contribution on October 22, 2020, and “[o]ne 
day later, . . . Montcalm received press inquiries about the disclosures.”); see Melissa Nann Burke, Meijer Family 
Accused of Ties to ‘Straw Donor’ Scheme; Paperwork Issue Blamed, THE DETROIT NEWS, Oct. 25, 2020, 
https://www.detroitnews.com/story/news/politics/2020/10/24/meijer-family-accused-ties-straw-donor-scheme-
paperwork-blamed/3733858001/ (reporting that a “spokesman for the Meijer family attributed the problem to a 
paperwork issue that’s since been corrected”). 
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1 Meijer as Montcalm’s sole member.19  Upon receiving the information from Montcalm, CLF 

2 amended its 2020 12-Day Pre-General Election Report later that day, attributing the $150,000 

3 contribution to Meijer as the sole member of Montcalm.20 

4 According to Montcalm, it “contributed $150,000 to CLF using capital provided by Mr. 

5 Meijer.”21 In addition, there appears to be no publicly available information indicating that 

6 Montcalm engaged in any activity during the 10 days between the date of its formation and the 

7 date it purported to make the $150,000 contribution to CLF, nor has Montcalm represented that it 

8 engaged in any particular activity.  This contribution, along with another $100,000 contribution 

9 to CLF made on October 23, 2020, which was accompanied by information that Meijer was its 

10 sole owner and attributed to Meijer by CLF, appear to be the only federal contributions ever 

11 reported as having been made by Montcalm.22 

12 III. LEGAL ANALYSIS 

13 The Act defines a political committee as “any committee, club, association, or other 

14 group of persons” that receives aggregate contributions or makes aggregate expenditures in 

15 excess of $1,000 during a calendar year.23  Notwithstanding the threshold for contributions and 

16 expenditures, an organization is considered a political committee only if its “major purpose is 

19 Montcalm Resp. at 2. 
20 Id.; see also CLF, Amended 2020 12-Day Pre-General Report at 193 (Oct. 23, 2020), 
https://docquery.fec.gov/pdf/232/202010239336506232/202010239336506232.pdf. 
21 Montcalm Resp. at 2. 
22 FEC Individual Contributions: Filtered Results, FEC.GOV, https://www.fec.gov/data/receipts/individual-
contributions/?contributor_name=Montcalm+LLC&contributor_name=Montcalm%2C+LLC (last visited Dec. 22, 
2023) (reflecting contributions made by either “Montcalm LLC” or “Montcalm, LLC”); Montcalm Resp. at 2; CLF, 
2020 Amended 30-Day Post-General Report at 367 (Jan. 27, 2021), https://docquery.fec.gov/pdf/166/20210127 
9413459166/202101279413459166.pdf. 
23 52 U.S.C. § 30101(4)(A). 
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1 Federal campaign activity (i.e., the nomination or election of a Federal candidate).”24 Political 

2 committees are required to register with the Commission, meet organizational and recordkeeping 

3 requirements, and file periodic disclosure reports.25 

4 The Complaint alleges that Montcalm was both a conduit for the contribution of another 

5 person and a political committee that failed to register and report as required.  However, by 

6 definition, a person can be either a conduit that transmits the contribution of another person, or 

7 the source of that contribution — not both.26 Because the record indicates that Montcalm merely 

8 transmitted Meijer’s contributions to CLF, by implication, Montcalm did not make those 

9 contributions.  Montcalm therefore does not appear to have satisfied the statutory threshold for 

10 political committee status.  Accordingly, the Commission finds no reason to believe that 

11 Montcalm violated 52 U.S.C. §§ 30102, 30103, or 30104.   

24 Political Comm. Status, 72 Fed. Reg. 5,595, 5,597 (Feb. 7, 2007); see Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1, 79 
(1976); FEC v. Mass. Citizens for Life, Inc., 479 U.S. 238, 262 (1986). 
25 See 52 U.S.C. §§ 30102, 30103, 30104. 
26 See Campaign Legal Ctr. v. FEC, 952 F.3d 352, 358 (D.C. Cir. 2020) (finding that the Commission 
provided a reasonable basis for its decision to not investigate the allegations that the LLCs were political committees 
where the Commission found that the LLCs acted as conduits rather than political committees). 
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	11. 
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	6485, 6487, 6488, 6711, 6930 (April 1, 2016).
	11 

	. . . there is evidence indicating that the corporate entity did not have income from assets, investment earnings, business revenues, or bona fide capital investments, or was created and operated for the sole purpose of making political contributions. These facts would suggest the corporate entity is a straw donor and not the true source of the contribution. 
	Id. at 12.
	12 
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	13. 
	13. 
	13. 
	13. 
	Because Montcalm LLC does not have a website, social media account, or business 

	record,the available facts do not suggest that Montcalm LLC conducted any business or had sufficient income from assets, investment earnings, business revenues, or bona fide capital investments to cover the $150,000 contribution to Congressional Leadership Fund at the time the contribution was made, without an infusion of funds provided to it for that purpose. The temporal proximity between Montcalm LLC’s formation and its $150,000 contribution, viewed in the context of its overall activities, strongly sugg
	13 
	14 


	14. 
	14. 
	Therefore, based on published reports, there is reason to believe that Montcalm LLC violated 52 U.S.C. § 30122 by “[g]iving money . . . , all or part of which was provided to” the entity by another person (i.e., the true contributor(s)) without disclosing the true source of money at the time of making the contribution to Congressional Leadership Fund. See 11 C.F.R. § 110.4 (b)(2)(i). 

	15. 
	15. 
	Based on published reports, there is reason to believe that the person(s) who created, operated, and/or contributed to Montcalm LLC (John Doe, Jane Doe, and other persons) violated 52 U.S.C. § 30122 by “[m]aking a contribution of money . . . and attributing as the source of the money . . . another person [namely, Montcalm LLC] when in fact [the person(s) who created, operated and/or contributed to Montcalm LLC was] the source.” See 11 C.F.R. § 110.4(b)(2)(ii). 

	16. 
	16. 
	Based on published reports, there is reason to believe that Montcalm LLC has 


	See sources cited supra ¶ 8. See sources cited supra ¶¶ 5-6. 
	13 
	14 

	6 
	violated 52 U.S.C. § 30122 by “knowingly permit[ting its] name to be used to effect such a contribution.” 52 U.S.C. § 30122. 
	POLITICAL COMMITTEE STATUS, REGISTRATION, AND REPORTING REQUIREMENTS 
	17. FECA defines the term “political committee” to mean “any committee, club, association or other group of persons which receives contributions aggregating in excess of $1,000 during a calendar year or which makes expenditures aggregating in excess of $1,000 during a calendar year.” 52 U.S.C. § 30101(4)(A); see also 11 
	C.F.R. § 100.5(a). “Contribution,” in turn, is defined as “any gift, subscription, loan, advance, or deposit of money or anything of value made by any person for the purpose of influencing any election for Federal office.” 52 U.S.C. § 30101(8)(A)(i). Similarly, “expenditure” is defined as “any purchase, payment, distribution, loan, advance, deposit, or gift of money or anything of value, made by any person for the purpose of influencing any election for Federal office.” 52 U.S.C. § 30101(9)(A)(i). 
	18. In Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1 (1976), the Supreme Court construed the term “political committee” to “only encompass organizations that are under the control of a candidate or the major purpose of which is the nomination or election of a candidate.” Id. at 79. Again, in FEC v. Mass. Citizens for Life, Inc., 479 U.S. 238 (1986), the Court invoked the “major purpose” test and noted, in the context of analyzing the activities of a 501(c)(4) group, that if a group’s independent spending activities “become 
	7 
	become subject to the “obligations and restrictions applicable to those groups whose 
	primary objective is to influence political campaigns.” Id. 
	19. The Commission has explained: 
	[D]etermining political committee status under FECA, as modified by the Supreme Court, requires an analysis of both an organization’s specific conduct—whether it received $1,000 in contributions or made $1,000 in expenditures—as well as its overall conduct—whether its major purpose is Federal campaign activity (i.e., the nomination or election of a Federal candidate). 
	Supplemental Explanation and Justification on Political Committee Status, 72 Fed. 
	Reg. 5595, 5597 (Feb. 7, 2007). 
	20. 
	20. 
	20. 
	Based on the above, there is a two-prong test for “political committee” status under federal law: (1) whether an entity or other group of persons has a “major purpose” of influencing the “nomination or election of a candidate,” as stated by Buckley, and, if so, (2) whether the entity or other group of persons receives “contributions” or makes “expenditures” of $1,000 or more in a calendar year. 

	21. 
	21. 
	Any entity that meets the definition of a “political committee” must file a “statement of organization” with the Commission, 52 U.S.C. § 30103, must comply with the organizational and recordkeeping requirements of 52 U.S.C. § 30102, and must file periodic disclosure reports of its receipts and disbursements, 52 U.S.C. 
	§ 30104.
	15 


	22. 
	22. 
	The political committee disclosure reports required by FECA must disclose to the Commission and the public, including complainants, comprehensive information regarding such committee’s financial activities, including the identity of any donor who has contributed $200 or more to the committee within the calendar year. See 52 


	52 U.S.C. § 30121, the ban on foreign nationals directly or indirectly making contributions or 
	expenditures in connection with Federal, State, or local elections, prohibits a foreign national from directly 
	or indirectly making a contribution to an independent expenditure-only political committee. 
	8 
	U.S.C. § 30104(b). The Supreme Court has repeatedly recognized the importance of campaign finance disclosure to informing the electorate. See, e.g., Citizens United v. FEC, 558 U.S. 310, 371 (2010) (“[T]ransparency enables the electorate to make informed decisions and give proper weight to different speakers and messages”). 
	23. 
	23. 
	23. 
	Based on published reports, there is reason to believe that Montcalm LLC met the two-prong test for political committee status by (1) being an entity or group of persons with the “major purpose” of influencing the “nomination or election of a candidate” and (2) receiving “contributions” of $1,000 or more in a calendar year. 

	24. 
	24. 
	There is no public record of Montcalm LLC conducting any activities other than making a political contribution since its formation. Consequently, there is reason to believe that Montcalm LLC and any other person(s) who created and operated Montcalm LLC have violated 52 U.S.C. §§ 30102, 30103, and 30104 by failing to register Montcalm LLC as a political committee and failing to file disclosure reports as a political committee. 


	PRAYER FOR RELIEF 
	25. 
	25. 
	25. 
	Wherefore, the Commission should find reason to believe that Montcalm LLC and any person(s) who created, operated and made contributions to or in the name of this entity (John Doe, Jane Doe, and other persons) have violated 52 U.S.C. § 30101 et seq., and conduct an immediate investigation under 52 U.S.C. § 30109(a)(2). 

	26. 
	26. 
	Further, the Commission should seek appropriate sanctions for any and all violations, including civil penalties sufficient to deter future violations and an injunction prohibiting the respondents from any and all violations in the future, and should seek 


	9 
	such additional remedies as are necessary and appropriate to ensure compliance with 
	the FECA. 
	Brendan M. Fischer Campaign Legal Center 1101 14th St NW, Suite 400 Washington, DC 20005 Counsel to the Campaign Legal Center, Margaret Christ 
	October 23, 2020 
	itted, 
	Figure

	Camp 1gn L al Center, by Brendan M. Fischer 1101 14th St NW, Suite 400 Washington, DC 20005 (202) 736-2200 
	W, Suite 400 Washington, DC 20005 (202) 736-2200 
	Figure

	VERIFICATION 
	The complainants listed below hereby verify that the statements made in the attached Complaint are, upon their information and belief, true. Sworn pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 1001. 
	Figure
	For Complainant Margaret Christ 
	U.S. Patent & Trademark Office, Search Trademark Database, (last visited Oct. 23, 2020). Michigan Department of Licensing and Regulatory Affairs, Licensing and Registration Search, (last visited Oct. 23, 2020). Grand Rapids Chamber of Commerce Michigan, Business Search, (last visited Oct. 23, 2020). 
	U.S. Patent & Trademark Office, Search Trademark Database, (last visited Oct. 23, 2020). Michigan Department of Licensing and Regulatory Affairs, Licensing and Registration Search, (last visited Oct. 23, 2020). Grand Rapids Chamber of Commerce Michigan, Business Search, (last visited Oct. 23, 2020). 
	U.S. Patent & Trademark Office, Search Trademark Database, (last visited Oct. 23, 2020). Michigan Department of Licensing and Regulatory Affairs, Licensing and Registration Search, (last visited Oct. 23, 2020). Grand Rapids Chamber of Commerce Michigan, Business Search, (last visited Oct. 23, 2020). 
	U.S. Patent & Trademark Office, Search Trademark Database, (last visited Oct. 23, 2020). Michigan Department of Licensing and Regulatory Affairs, Licensing and Registration Search, (last visited Oct. 23, 2020). Grand Rapids Chamber of Commerce Michigan, Business Search, (last visited Oct. 23, 2020). 
	7 
	application-process/search-trademark-database 
	https://www.uspto.gov/trademarks
	-


	8 
	https://www.lara.michigan.gov/colaLicVerify/lName.jsp 
	https://www.lara.michigan.gov/colaLicVerify/lName.jsp 

	9 
	https://web.grandrapids.org/advancedsearch 
	https://web.grandrapids.org/advancedsearch 





	~:le~~~ 
	~:le~~~ 
	(ar~ist 
	Sworn to and subscribed ~eme this 21 day ofOctober 2020. 
	L:~ 
	L:~ 

	Figure
	For Co~~aignLegal Center 
	Brendan M. Fischer 
	Sworn t~b~foreme this l->day ofOctober 2020. 
	L 
	✓

	Notary Public 
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	EXHIBIT A 
	EXHIBIT A 
	Filed by Corporations Division Administrator Filing Number: 220305099620 Date: 09/28/2020 
	J 
	Form Revision Date 02/2017 
	ARTICLES OF ORGANIZATION 
	ARTICLES OF ORGANIZATION 
	For use by DOMESTIC LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY 
	Pursuant to the provisions of Act 23, Public Acts of 1993, the undersigned executes the following Articles: 
	Article I 
	The name of the limited liability company is: 
	' 
	7 

	MONTCALM LLC 
	L 
	Article II 
	7
	Unless the articles of organization otherwise provide, all limited liability companies formed pursuant to 1993 PA 23 have the purpose of engaging in any activity within the purposes for which a limited liability company may be formed under the Limited Liability Company Act of Michigan. You may provide a more specific purpose: 
	' 

	_J 
	Article III 
	The duration of the limited liability company if other than perpetual is: PERPETUAL 
	J 
	' 
	I 
	7 

	Article IV 
	The street address of the registered office of the limited liability company and the name of the resident agent at the registered office 
	(P.O. Boxes are not acceptable): 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	Agent Name: MARK E. RIZIK 

	2. 
	2. 
	2. 
	Street Address: 45 OTTAWA AVENUE SW Apt/Suite/Other: SUITE 1100 City: 

	GRAND RAPIDS State: MI Zip Code: 49503 

	3. 
	3. 
	Registered Office Mailing Address: 


	P.O. Box or Street 
	P.O. Box or Street 
	45 OTTAWA AVENUE SW 

	Address: Apt/Suite/Other: SUITE 1100 City: GRAND RAPIDS 
	L State: MI Zip Code: 49503 
	Article v 
	(Insert any desired additional provision authorized by the Act; attach additional pages if needed.) 
	' 
	J

	THE LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY SHALL BE MANAGED BY A MANAGER OR MANAGERS.
	L 
	~ 
	r--

	Signed this 28th Day of September, 2020 by the organizer(s) : 

	~4H~ffii+M+Wi~ 
	~4H~ffii+M+Wi~ 
	= rk E. Rizik Organizer ~ 
	By selecting ACCEPT, I hereby acknowledge that this electronic document is being signed in accordance with the Act. I further certify that to the best of my knowledge the information provided is true, accurate, and in compliance with the Act. 
	r Decline r. Accept 
	Filed by Corporations Division Administrator Filing Number: 220305099620 Date: 09/28/2020 
	MICHIGAN DEPARTMENT OF LICENSINGAND REGULATORY AFFAIRS FILING ENDORSEMENT 
	MICHIGAN DEPARTMENT OF LICENSINGAND REGULATORY AFFAIRS FILING ENDORSEMENT 
	This is to Certify that the ARTICLES OF ORGANIZATION for 
	MONTCALM LLC 
	ID Number: 802531454 
	received by electronic transmission on September 28, 2020, is hereby endorsed. 
	Filed on September 28, 202q by the Administrator. 
	The document is effective on the date filed, unless a subsequent effective date within 90 days after received date is stated in the document. 
	In testimony whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the Seal of the Department, in the City ofLansing, this 28th day ofSeptember, 2020. 
	Linda Clegg, Interim Director 
	Corporations, Securities & Commercial Licensing Bureau 
	FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 
	WASHINGTON, D.C. 20463 
	Figure
	October 29, 2020 
	VIA EMAIL 
	rizikm@millerjohnson.com 
	rizikm@millerjohnson.com 
	rizikm@millerjohnson.com 


	Mark E. Rizik, Registered Agent Montcalm LLC 45 Ottawa Avenue, SW, Suite 1100 Grand Rapids, MI 49503 
	       RE: MUR 7833 
	Dear Mr. Rizik: 
	The Federal Election Commission (FEC) received a complaint that indicates Montcalm LLC may have violated the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended (the “Act”). A copy of the complaint is enclosed.  We have numbered this matter MUR 7833. Please refer to this number in all future correspondence. 
	The Act affords you the opportunity to demonstrate in writing that no action should be taken against Montcalm LLC in this matter. If you wish to file a response, you may submit any factual or legal materials that you believe are relevant to the Commission’s consideration of this matter. Where appropriate, statements should be submitted under oath by persons with relevant knowledge.  Your response, which should be addressed to the General Counsel's Office, must be submitted within 15 days of receipt of this 
	This matter will remain confidential in accordance with 52 U.S.C. § 30109(a)(4)(B) and § 30109(a)(12)(A) unless you notify the Commission in writing that you wish the matter to be made public.  Please be advised that, although the Commission cannot disclose information regarding an investigation to the public, it may share information on a confidential basis with other law enforcement agencies.
	1 

	If you intend to be represented by counsel in this matter, please advise the Commission by completing the enclosed form stating the name, address and telephone number of such counsel, and authorizing such counsel to receive any notifications and other communications from the Commission.  Please note that you have a legal obligation to preserve all documents, records, and materials relating to the subject matter of the complaint until such time as you are notified that the Commission has closed its file in t
	The Commission has the statutory authority to refer knowing and willful violations of the Act to the Department of Justice for potential criminal prosecution, 52 U.S.C. § 30109(a)(5)(C), and to report information regarding violations of law not within its jurisdiction to appropriate law enforcement authorities. Id. § 30107(a)(9). 
	Any correspondence sent to the Commission, such as a response, must be addressed to one of the following (note, if submitting via email this Office will provide an electronic receipt 
	by email): 
	by email): 
	by email): 

	Mail 
	Mail 
	OR 
	Email 

	Federal Election Commission Office of Complaints Examination   & Legal Administration Attn:  Christal Dennis, Paralegal 1050 First Street, NE Washington, DC 20463 
	Federal Election Commission Office of Complaints Examination   & Legal Administration Attn:  Christal Dennis, Paralegal 1050 First Street, NE Washington, DC 20463 
	cela@fec.gov 


	content/documents/status_of_fec_operations_8-10-2020.pdf, the office’s mailroom is open on a limited basis and, therefore, processing paper correspondence may be delayed.  Accordingly, we strongly encourage you to file responses and additional correspondence via email. 
	As indicated in the FEC’s Notice found at https://www.fec.gov/resources/cms
	-


	If you have any questions, please contact Christal Dennis at (202) 694-1650.  For your information, we have enclosed a brief description of the Commission's procedures for handling complaints. 
	Sincerely, 
	Figure
	Jeff S. Jordan Assistant General Counsel Complaints Examination & Legal Administration 
	Jeff S. Jordan Assistant General Counsel Complaints Examination & Legal Administration 


	Figure
	FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 
	WASHINGTON, D.C. 20463 
	Figure
	October 29, 2020 
	VIA EMAIL 
	rizikm@millerjohnson.com 
	rizikm@millerjohnson.com 
	rizikm@millerjohnson.com 


	Mark E. Rizik Miller Johnson, Snell & Cummiskey P.L.C. 45 Ottawa Avenue, SW, Suite 1100 Grand Rapids, MI 49503 
	RE:  MUR 7833 
	Dear Mr. Rizik: 
	The Federal Election Commission (FEC) received a complaint that indicates you may have violated the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended (the “Act”).  A copy of the complaint is enclosed.  We have numbered this matter MUR 7833. Please refer to this number in all future correspondence. 
	The Act affords you the opportunity to demonstrate in writing that no action should be taken against you in this matter.  If you wish to file a response, you may submit any factual or legal materials that you believe are relevant to the Commission’s consideration of this matter. Where appropriate, statements should be submitted under oath by persons with relevant knowledge.  Your response, which should be addressed to the General Counsel's Office, must be submitted within 15 days of receipt of this letter. 
	This matter will remain confidential in accordance with 52 U.S.C. § 30109(a)(4)(B) and § 30109(a)(12)(A) unless you notify the Commission in writing that you wish the matter to be made public.  Please be advised that, although the Commission cannot disclose information regarding an investigation to the public, it may share information on a confidential basis with other law enforcement agencies.
	1 

	If you intend to be represented by counsel in this matter, please advise the Commission by completing the enclosed form stating the name, address and telephone number of such counsel, and authorizing such counsel to receive any notifications and other communications from the Commission.  Please note that you have a legal obligation to preserve all documents, records, and materials relating to the subject matter of the complaint until such time as you are notified that the Commission has closed its file in t
	The Commission has the statutory authority to refer knowing and willful violations of the Act to the Department of Justice for potential criminal prosecution, 52 U.S.C. § 30109(a)(5)(C), and to report information regarding violations of law not within its jurisdiction to appropriate law enforcement authorities. Id. § 30107(a)(9). 
	Any correspondence sent to the Commission, such as a response, must be addressed to one of the following (note, if submitting via email this Office will provide an electronic receipt 
	by email): 
	by email): 
	by email): 

	Mail 
	Mail 
	OR 
	Email 

	Federal Election Commission Office of Complaints Examination & Legal Administration Attn:  Christal Dennis, Paralegal 1050 First Street, NE Washington, DC 20463 
	Federal Election Commission Office of Complaints Examination & Legal Administration Attn:  Christal Dennis, Paralegal 1050 First Street, NE Washington, DC 20463 
	cela@fec.gov 


	content/documents/status_of_fec_operations_8-10-2020.pdf, the office’s mailroom is open on a limited basis and, therefore, processing paper correspondence may be delayed.  Accordingly, we strongly encourage you to file responses and additional correspondence via email. 
	As indicated in the FEC’s Notice found at https://www.fec.gov/resources/cms
	-


	If you have any questions, please contact Christal Dennis at (202) 694-1650.  For your information, we have enclosed a brief description of the Commission's procedures for handling complaints. 
	Sincerely, 
	Figure
	Jeff S. Jordan Assistant General Counsel Complaints Examination & Legal Administration 
	Jeff S. Jordan Assistant General Counsel Complaints Examination & Legal Administration 


	Figure
	Digitally signed by
	Figure

	Christal 
	Christal Dennis Date: 
	2020.11.12

	Dennis 
	11:07:52 -05'00' 
	Caleb P. Burns 202.719.7451 
	cburns@wiley.law 

	Figure
	Wiley Rein LLP 1776 K Street NW 
	November 9, 2020 Washington, DC 20006, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
	VIA E-MAIL (CELA@FEC.GOV) 
	VIA E-MAIL (CELA@FEC.GOV) 

	Tel: 202.719.7000 
	CONFIDENTIAL 
	Mr. Jeff S. Jordan Attn: Christal Dennis, Paralegal Office of Complaints Examination & Legal Administration Federal Election Commission 1050 First Street, NE Washington, DC 20463 
	Figure
	Re: MUR 7833 
	Dear Mr. Jordan: 
	Our law firm was recently retained to represent Montcalm LLC in the above-captioned matter.  Enclosed please find an executed Statement of Designation of Counsel form. 
	On October 29, 2020, our client received your letter and accompanying complaint alleging a violation of the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended.  Because my firm was only recently retained in connection with this matter, we will need more than the 15-day allotted time to confer with our client, investigate the allegations in the complaint, and to compile an appropriate response.  Therefore, we respectfully request a 30-day extension – until December 14 – to file a response. 
	We would greatly appreciate your favorable consideration of this request. 
	Sincerely, 
	Figure
	Caleb P. Burns Andrew G. Woodson Robert L. Walker 
	Enclosure 
	FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 1050 First Street, NE Washington, DC 20463 
	Figure
	STATEMENT OF DESIGNATION OF COUNSEL 
	STATEMENT OF DESIGNATION OF COUNSEL 
	Provide one form for each Respondent/Witness 
	EMAIL FAX 202-219-3923 
	cela@fec.gov 

	AR/MUR/RR/P-MUR# 7833 
	Caleb P. Burns, Andrew Woodson, Robert Walker 
	Caleb P. Burns, Andrew Woodson, Robert Walker 
	N fc 1

	arne o ounse : -------------------------------. Wiley Rein LLP
	-

	F
	1rm: -----------------------------------1776 K Street, NW
	-

	Address: 
	Washington, DC 20006 
	Office#: 202-719-7000 Fax#: 202-719-7049 
	Mobile#: cbums@w
	i le y .law, awoodson@wiley.law
	, rlwalker@wiley.law 


	E-mail: 
	QuanH. Gerv Respondent/Agent/freasurer) che (a.k.a. Quan Mac) 
	(Name -Please Print) 
	(Name -Please Print) 


	The above-named individual and/or firm is hereby designated as my counsel and is authorized to receive any notifications and other communications from the Commission and to act on my behalfbefore the Commission. 
	Manager


	LI/t?/zoz.o 
	LI/t?/zoz.o 
	Date Title 
	Montcalm LLC 
	RESPONDENT: 
	(Please print Committee Name/ Company Name/Individual Named in Notification Letter) 

	Mailing Address: ------------------------------
	(Please Print) 
	Home#: ____________Mobile#: ____________ 
	Office#: Fax#: 
	E-mail: 
	This form relates to a Federal Election Commission matter that is subject to the confidentiality provisions of52 U.S.C. § 30109(a)(l2XA). This section prohibits making public any notification or investigation conducted by the Federal Election Commission without the express written consent ofthe person under investigation. 
	Rev.2018 
	Figure
	FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 
	WASHINGTON, D.C. 20463 
	November 12, 2020       
	Via Electronic Mail Only 
	Via Electronic Mail Only 

	cburns@wiley.law 
	cburns@wiley.law 
	cburns@wiley.law 
	awoodson@wiley.law 
	rlwalker@wiley.law 


	Caleb P. Burns Andrew Woodson Robert Walker Wiley Rein LLP 1776 K Street NW Washington, DC 20006 
	RE:  MUR 7833 Montcalm, LLC 
	Dear Counsel: 
	This is in response to your request for an extension to respond to the complaint filed in the above mentioned matter we received on November 9, 2020.  After considering the circumstances in the matter, the Office of General Counsel has decided to grant the requested extension.  Accordingly, your client’s response is due on or before the close of business on December 14, 2020. 
	If you have any questions, please contact me at (202) 694-1519 or . 
	cela@fec.gov
	cela@fec.gov


	Sincerely, 
	Figure
	Christal Dennis, Paralegal Complaints Examination and Legal Administration 
	Christal Dennis 
	Christal Dennis 
	Digitally signed by Christal Dennis Date: 2020.11.13 08:07:56 -05'00' 
	Figure
	Via Electronic Mail November 10, 2020 
	Jeff Jordan Federal Election Commission 1050 First Street, NE Washington, DC 20463 
	Mr. Jordan, 
	We represent Mr. Mark Rizik regarding MUR #7833, for which the Designation of Counsel is attached.  The letter to Mr. Rizik, dated October 29, 2020, establishes a deadline of 15 days to respond, setting the current response deadline as November 13, 2020. 
	We respectfully request a 30-day extension of time to provide a response, to allow sufficient time for the development of the relevant factual issues in the letter to Mr. Rizik.  We understand this extension would establish a new response deadline of December 13, 2020, if approved. 
	Sincerely, 
	Figure
	Jessica Jensen 
	DC: 7418084-1 
	Figure
	FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 1050 First Street, NE Washington, DC 20463 
	STATEMENT OF DESIGNATION OF COUNSEL 
	Provide one form for each RespondenVWitness 
	FAX 202-219-3923 
	EMAIL cela@fec.gov 

	AR/MUR/RR/P-MUR# 7833 
	Name ofCounsel: Robert Lenhard; Jessica Jensen Firm: Covington & Burling LLP 
	Address: 850 10th St NW Washington, DC 2000 1 
	Office#: 202-662-5940; 202-662-5057 Fax#: 202-778-5940; 202-778-5057 Mobile#: E-mail: The above-named individual and/or finn is hereby designated as my counsel and is authorized to receive any notifications and other communications from the Commission and to act on my behalf before the Commission . 
	RLenhard@cov.com
	; JJensen@cov.com 




	~/r~~~
	~/r~~~
	11-10-2020 . 
	Date (Signature -RespondenVAgent/freasurer) Title Mark E. Rizik 
	(Name Please Print) 
	(Name Please Print) 
	(Name Please Print) 
	-


	RESPONDENT: 
	RESPONDENT: 
	Mark E. Rizik (Please print Committee Name/ Company Name/Individual 
	amed in Notification Letter) 

	Mailing Address: (Please Print) 
	Mailing Address: (Please Print) 
	45 Ottawa Ave. SW, Suite I 100 Grand Rapids, MI 49503 


	Home#: Mobile#: 
	Office#: 616-831 -1744 Fax#: 616-988-1744 E-mail: 
	RizikM@millerjohnson.com 

	This form relates to a Federal Election Commission matter that is subject to the confidentiality provisions of 52 U.S.C. § 30 I 09(a)(l 2)(A). This section prohibits making public any notification or investigation conducted by the Federal Election Commission without the express written consent of the person under investigation. 
	Rev.2018 
	Figure
	FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 
	WASHINGTON, D.C. 20463 
	November 13, 2020       
	Via Electronic Mail Only 
	Via Electronic Mail Only 

	RLenhard@cov.com 
	RLenhard@cov.com 
	RLenhard@cov.com 
	JJensen@cov.com 


	Robert Lenhard Jessica Jensen Covington & Burling LLP 850 10th Street NW Washington, DC 20001 
	RE:  MUR 7833        Mark E. Rizik          
	Dear Counsel: 
	This is in response to your request for an extension to respond to the complaint filed in the above mentioned matter we received on November 10, 2020.  After considering the circumstances in the matter, the Office of General Counsel has decided to grant the requested extension.  Accordingly, your client’s response is due on or before the close of business on December 14, 2020. 
	If you have any questions, please contact me at (202) 694-1519 or . 
	cela@fec.gov
	cela@fec.gov


	Sincerely, 
	Figure
	Christal Dennis, Paralegal Complaints Examination and Legal Administration 
	FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION WASHINGTON, D.C. 20463 
	Figure
	December 1, 2020 
	VIA EMAIL 
	Caleb Crosby  Congressional Leadership Fund 1747 Pennsylvania Ave NW, 5 Floor Washington, D.C. 20006 
	th

	RE:  MUR 7833 Dear Mr. Crosby: 
	The Federal Election Commission (FEC) received a complaint that indicates Congressional Leadership Fund and you in your official capacity as treasurer may have violated the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended (the “Act”).  A copy of the complaint is enclosed. We have numbered this matter MUR 7833.  Please refer to this number in all future correspondence. 
	The complaint was not sent to you earlier due to administrative oversight.  The Act affords you the opportunity to demonstrate in writing that no action should be taken against Congressional Leadership Fund and you in your official capacity as treasurer in this matter. If you wish to file a response, you may submit any factual or legal materials that you believe are relevant to the Commission’s consideration of this matter. Where appropriate, statements should be submitted under oath by persons with relevan
	This matter will remain confidential in accordance with 52 U.S.C. § 30109(a)(4)(B) and § 30109(a)(12)(A) unless you notify the Commission in writing that you wish the matter to be made public.  Please be advised that, although the Commission cannot disclose information regarding an investigation to the public, it may share information on a confidential basis with other law enforcement agencies.
	1 

	If you intend to be represented by counsel in this matter, please advise the Commission by completing the enclosed form stating the name, address and telephone number of such counsel, and authorizing such counsel to receive any notifications and other communications from the Commission. Please note that you have a legal obligation to preserve all documents, records, and materials relating to the subject matter of the complaint until such time as you are notified that the Commission has closed its file in th
	The Commission has the statutory authority to refer knowing and willful violations of the Act to the Department of Justice for potential criminal prosecution, 52 U.S.C. § 30109(a)(5)(C), and to report information regarding violations of law not within its jurisdiction to appropriate law enforcement authorities. Id. § 30107(a)(9). 
	Any correspondence sent to the Commission, such as a response, must be addressed to one of the following (note, if submitting via email this Office will provide an electronic receipt 
	by email): 
	by email): 
	by email): 

	Mail 
	Mail 
	OR 
	Email 

	Federal Election Commission 
	Federal Election Commission 
	cela@fec.gov  

	Office of Complaints Examination
	Office of Complaints Examination

	           & Legal Administration 
	           & Legal Administration 

	Attn:  Christal Dennis, Paralegal
	Attn:  Christal Dennis, Paralegal

	           1050 First Street, NE
	           1050 First Street, NE

	           Washington, DC 20463 
	           Washington, DC 20463 


	content/documents/status_of_fec_operations_8-10-2020.pdf, the office’s mailroom is open on a limited basis and, therefore, processing paper correspondence may be delayed.  Accordingly, we strongly encourage you to file responses and additional correspondence via email. 
	As indicated in the FEC’s Notice found at https://www.fec.gov/resources/cms
	-


	If you have any questions, please contact Christal Dennis at (202) 694-1650.  For your information, we have enclosed a brief description of the Commission's procedures for handling complaints. 
	Sincerely, 
	Figure
	Jeff S. Jordan Assistant General Counsel Complaints Examination & Legal Administration 
	Figure
	cc: Megan Soward Newton Jones Day 51 Louisiana Avenue, NW Washington, DC 20001-2113 
	msowardsnewton@jonesday.com 

	Digitally signed
	Figure

	by Christal Dennis 
	Christal

	Date: 
	2020.12.15 

	00:31:54 -05'00'
	Dennis 
	Caleb P. Burns 202.719.7451 
	cburns@wiley.law 

	Figure
	Wiley Rein LLP 
	1776 K Street NW 
	Washington, DC 20006, December 14, 2020 UNITED STATES OF 
	AMERICA 
	Tel: 202.719.7000 
	CONFIDENTIAL 
	VIA E-MAIL (CELA@FEC.GOV) 

	Figure
	Mr. Jeff S. Jordan Attn: Christal Dennis, Paralegal Office of Complaints Examination & Legal Administration Federal Election Commission 1050 First Street, NE Washington, DC 20463 
	Re: MUR 7833 (Montcalm LLC) 
	Dear Mr. Jordan: 
	On October 29, 2020, the Federal Election Commission (“FEC” or “Commission”) notified our client, Montcalm LLC (“Montcalm”), of a complaint filed by the Campaign Legal Center. The complaint alleges that Montcalm violated the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended (“FECA”), when Montcalm made a contribution to a federal super PAC – the Congressional Leadership Fund (“CLF”) – and did not disclose the identity of the individual funding Montcalm. 
	Montcalm is a single-member LLC whose sole member is Hendrik “Hank” Meijer.  Pursuant to the Commission’s regulations, contributions from a single-member LLC are attributed directly to the underlying individual member.  CLF publicly disclosed Mr. Meijer in an amended FEC filing CLF originally reported the contribution, and more than ten days before the November 3 general election.  To the extent there was a 24-hour gap in the public record, it was immediately remedied with ample time before the election.  I
	one day after

	The complaint should be dismissed for other legal reasons.  The complaint first alleges that Montcalm violated the FECA’s prohibition on making contributions in the name of another when Mr. Meijer was not initially disclosed.  The FEC’s regulations dictate that a contribution from a single-member LLC like Montcalm is per se from the single individual member, not the 
	LLC. Thus, there is no “other” person to serve as the intermediary contributor.   
	The complaint’s second allegation – an alternative attempt at requiring disclosure of Mr. Meijer – is that Montcalm is a political committee that must report its donors.  But the Commission has already held that an individual underlying a single member LLC cannot be a political committee which is defined, in relevant part, as a “group of persons.”  And given that FEC regulations disregard Montcalm and look to the activities of Mr. Meijer, Mr. Meijer’s “major purpose” must be electoral activities in order fo
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	However, these legal arguments are largely academic.  Mr. Meijer was disclosed as the single member of Montcalm only one day after this information would have otherwise become a matter of public record. Accordingly, the complaint should be dismissed. 
	FACTUAL BACKGROUND 
	FACTUAL BACKGROUND 

	Montcalm is a limited liability company registered with the Michigan Secretary of State as an entity of perpetual existence.  See Mich. Dep’t of Licensing and Regulatory Affairs, Montcalm LLC.  Montcalm has not elected to be treated as a corporation, but is a disregarded entity under the Internal Revenue Code.  The sole member of Montcalm is Mr. Meijer, a Michigan businessman, co-owner of the Meijer supermarket chain, and the current Chairman of the Board of the company. See, e.g., Sentinel Staff, Watchdog 
	1
	BedfordNow.com
	2 
	Forbes.com
	3

	On October 8, 2020, Montcalm contributed $150,000 to CLF using capital provided by Mr. Meijer. See CLF, Pre-Election General Report at 192 (filed Oct. 22, 2020). CLF first reported this contribution on October 22, 2020.  See id.  One day later, after Montcalm received press inquiries about the disclosures and conferred with Mr. Meijer’s business associates as well as CLF, CLF filed an amended report attributing the contribution to Mr. Meijer as Montcalm’s single member. See CLF, Pre-Election General Report 
	4
	5
	6 

	Mr. Meijer, through Montcalm, made a second contribution to CLF on October 23, 2020.  Mr. Meijer’s business associates made clear to CLF that the contribution should be attributed to Mr. Meijer as the sole owner of Montcalm.  CLF reported this contribution on page 367 of its Post-Election General Report.
	7 
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	=3&CanReturn=True. .  At . Mr. Meijer is also Vice-Chairman and a Trustee of the Gerald R. Ford Presidential Foundation and serves on the boards of Business Leaders of Michigan, The Henry Ford Foundation, The Kettering Foundation, The National Constitution Center, Grand Valley University Foundation, and the Food Marketing Institute.  See id.; Trustee Hank Meijer, Gerald R. Ford Presidential Foundation (June 3, 2019), at . And Mr. Meijer is also the author of a book on the late-Senator Arthur Vandenburg.  Ha
	https://cofs.lara.state.mi.us/CorpWeb/CorpSearch/CorpSummary.aspx?ID=802531454&SEARCH_TYPE 
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	THE COMPLAINT AND LEGAL FRAMEWORK 
	THE COMPLAINT AND LEGAL FRAMEWORK 

	The Complaint’s first allegation is that the lack of disclosure of Mr. Meijer resulted in Montcalm making a contribution in the name of another person.  The relevant FECA prohibition states at 52 U.S.C. § 30122: 
	Contributions in name of another prohibited  
	No person shall make a contribution in the name of another person or knowingly 
	permit his name to be used to effect such a contribution and no person shall 
	knowingly accept a contribution made by one person in the name of another 
	person. 
	Because the contribution was made by an LLC, the complaint’s first allegation also implicates the FEC’s regulation “governing the treatment of Limited Liability Companies under the [FECA].” Treatment of Limited Liability Companies under the Federal Election Campaign Act, 64 Fed. Reg. 37,397 (July 12, 1999).  Codified at 11 C.F.R. § 110.1(g), the regulation provides: 
	Contributions by limited liability companies (‘‘LLC”)—(1) Definition. A limited 
	liability company is a business entity that is recognized as a limited liability 
	company under the laws of the State in which it is established.… 
	(4) A contribution by an LLC with a single natural person member that does not elect to be treated as a corporation by the Internal Revenue Service pursuant to 26 CFR 301.7701–3 shall be attributed only to that single member. 
	The Complaint’s second allegation asserts that Montcalm itself should have registered as a federal political committee that would have been required to disclose Mr. Meijer.  But before an entity can become a political committee, it must satisfy both a statutory and a constitutional test.  In relevant part, the FECA defines a “political committee” as “any committee, club, association, or  which receives contributions aggregating in excess of $1,000 during a calendar year or which makes expenditures aggregati
	other group of persons

	In addition to the statutory definition, the Supreme Court and lower federal courts – guided by constitutional concerns – have consistently “construed the words ‘political committee’ . . . narrowly [to] only encompass organizations that are under the control of a candidate or.”  Buckley 
	the major purpose of which is the nomination or election of a candidate

	v. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1, 79 (1976) (emphasis added). 
	ANALYSIS 
	ANALYSIS 

	I. The Commission Should Dismiss This Matter Because The Relevant Information Was Immediately Disclosed. 
	For a 24-hour period, CLF’s 669-page report – with its $2.96 million in receipts – did not include the identity of Montcalm’s single member, Mr. Meijer, in connection with one contribution.  When the issue was brought to the attention of Montcalm and CLF, both moved 
	For a 24-hour period, CLF’s 669-page report – with its $2.96 million in receipts – did not include the identity of Montcalm’s single member, Mr. Meijer, in connection with one contribution.  When the issue was brought to the attention of Montcalm and CLF, both moved 
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	expeditiously to clarify the public record in advance of the election.  When Montcalm made a second contribution to CLF, Montcalm took care to ensure that Mr. Meijer was timely disclosed as Montcalm’s single member.   
	The Commission has repeatedly cited factors like these when dismissing other matters involving contributions by LLCs.  See, e.g., Statement of Reasons of Chairman Matthew S. Petersen and Commissioners Caroline C. Hunter and Lee E. Goodman, MUR 6485 (W Spann 
	LLC) at 13 n.70 (Apr. 1, 2016) (finding that a dismissal was supported by the fact that “within days of the contribution being called into question, [the underlying donor] asked the recipient Super PAC to disclose him as the donor”); Statement of Reasons of Chair Caroline C. Hunter and Commissioner Matthew S. Petersen, MUR 7014 et al. (DE First Holdings), at 13 (July 2, 2018) (finding that decision by contributor to ask super PAC to update its record supported a prosecutorial discretion dismissal); Statemen
	8
	9
	10

	Federal courts have agreed with the FEC’s decision to dismiss prior matters involving LLCs, particularly where the recipient super PAC “has since amended its public reports to make clear that [the underlying individual], not [the] LLC, was the true donor.”  Campaign Legal Ctr. v. FEC, 245 F. Supp. 3d 119, 125 (D.D.C. 2017). In one such case, involving a $1 million contribution to a super PAC, the court upheld the Commission’s dismissal – even though the LLC was formed “solely for the purpose of making th[e]
	Because the relevant information the complaint seeks here – i.e., the identity of Mr. Meijer – is already a matter of public record, the Commission should dismiss this case just like these earlier matters.  Pursuing this case further would not provide the public with any new information about the relevant contribution, and judicial precedent confirms that the dismissal will be affirmed by a reviewing court. 
	II. The Complaint’s Legal Claims Are Baseless. 
	A. Montcalm Did Not Make a Contribution in the Name of Another. 
	Making a contribution in the name of another requires two persons – one to make the contribution and another who is the “true contributor” on whose behalf the contribution is made.  
	Figure
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	11 C.F.R. §   That is not possible here.  The FEC’s regulations explicitly provide that when an LLC is a disregarded entity with a single natural person member and does not elect to be taxed as a corporation, a contribution by it “shall be attributed  to that single member.” 11 C.F.R. § 110.1(g)(4) (emphasis  In other words, there is only one person, Mr. Meijer, involved in making the contribution to CLF, not the two people required by the statutory prohibition cited in the complaint.  
	110.4(b)(2)(i).
	11
	only
	added).
	12

	B. Montcalm Is Not a Political Committee. 
	The FECA defines a “political committee” as “any committee, club, association,  which receives contributions aggregating in excess of $1,000 during a calendar year or which makes expenditures aggregating in excess of $1,000 during a calendar year.” 52 U.S.C. § 30101(4) (emphasis added).  In addition, the Constitution dictates that only organizations that have the major purpose of electing or defeating candidates may be regulated as political committees. See supra at 3. 
	or other group of persons

	The only “person” who made the contribution to CLF was Mr. Meijer, not Montcalm.  As just explained, the FEC’s regulations – and the Treasury regulations on which they rely – treat Montcalm as Mr. Meijer’s alter ego.  See 11 C.F.R. §  Because Mr. Meijer is not a “group of persons,” the allegation that Montcalm is a political committee fails.  See Statement of Reasons of Chair Caroline C. Hunter and Commissioner Matthew S. Petersen, MURs 7031 & 7034, at 8 n.47 (“an individual, is not a group of persons under
	110.1(g)(4).
	13

	The allegation also fails because Mr. Meijer’s major purpose is not electing or defeating candidates.  Mr. Meijer is the co-owner of a Midwestern grocery store chain with billions of dollars in annual sales.  See Hank & Doug Meijer, . Mr. Meijer spends most of his time and money engaged in non-electoral pursuits and business activities, such as managing his company, that have nothing to do with federal elections. Accordingly, neither Mr. Meijer, nor Montcalm as his alter-ego, can be a political committee. 
	Forbes.com

	CONCLUSION 
	CONCLUSION 

	To the extent Mr. Meijer should have been disclosed as the single member of Montcalm, that information became part of the public record within one day of when it would have otherwise been reported. In any event, the FEC’s regulatory treatment of Mr. Meijer and Montcalm as one-in-the-same precludes a finding that Montcalm made a contribution in the name of another or that Montcalm was a political committee.  For these reasons, the 
	See also Oxford Dictionary of English (3d ed. 2015) (defining “another” as an “additional” or “different person or thing from one already mentioned or known about”). See also FEC Advisory Op. 2004-42 (Pharmavite) (applying Treasury regulations that describe a disregarded entity as “an entity with a single owner that may be disregarded as an entity separate from its owner” and noting that “if the entity is disregarded, its activities are treated in the same manner as a sole proprietorship.”)
	11 
	12 

	13 
	Id. 
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	Commission should find no reason to believe that a violation occurred and dismiss this matter. 
	Sincerely, 
	Figure
	Caleb P. Burns Andrew G. Woodson Robert L. Walker 
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	Christal Dennis Digitally signed by Christal Dennis Date: 2020.12.14 23:02:28 -05'00' 
	Via Electronic Mail December 14, 2020 
	Mr. Jeffrey Jordan Federal Election Commission Office of Complaints Examination 
	    and Legal Administration  1050 First Street, NE Washington, D.C. 20463 
	Re: Matter Under Review 7833 (Mark E. Rizik) 
	Dear Mr. Jordan: 
	We write on behalf of our client, Mr. Mark E. Rizik, in response to the Federal Election Commission’s October 29, 2020 letter regarding a complaint that suggested Mr. Rizik may have been involved in activity that violated the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended (the “Act”). The complaint alleged that a contribution in the name of another person was made by Montcalm LLC to the Congressional Leadership Fund (“CLF”), and that Montcalm LLC failed to register and report as a political committee.  A
	Aside from stating no facts that would support a conclusion that Mr. Rizik violated the Act, the facts conclusively demonstrate that he did not.  Though Mr. Rizik created and was the registered agent for Montcalm LLC, Mr. Rizik did not control the use of Montcalm LLC and was not involved in suggesting, approving, or transmitting the contribution at issue.  Nor did Mr. Rizik have any knowledge of CLF or that the contribution was made until he was contacted by a reporter two weeks after the contribution was m
	I. BACKGROUND 
	On September 28, 2020, Mr. Rizik filed paperwork with the State of Michigan to organize two corporate entities, including Montcalm LLC, for his client, Greenville Partners 
	Mr. Jeffrey Jordan December 14, 2020 Page 2 
	LLC.  Within the scope of his work as counsel for Greenville Partners LLC, Mr. Rizik regularly created LLC entities to be used by Greenville Partners LLC for various business purposes. 
	1

	At the time of Montcalm LLC’s creation, Mr. Rizik was not aware of any discussion or plans involving the potential use of Montcalm LLC for federal political contributions generally, or the contribution in question here.  In fact, Mr. Rizik first learned of the contribution from Montcalm LLC to CLF on October 23, 2020, when he received a telephone call from a reporter asking about the contribution. 
	We note that according to Commission public records, CLF filed a pre-general election disclosure report with the Commission on October 22, 2020, and amended it the next day to reflect the source of the funds used to make the contribution in question.  Thus, any informational harm that could be alleged as to the original filing was remedied within a day. 
	II. ANALYSIS 
	The Commission may find a “reason to believe” that a respondent has committed or is about the commit a violation of the Act when a complaint sets forth specific facts, which if proven true, would constitute a violation of the Act.  52 U.S.C. 30119(a)(2).  Complaints must be based on personal knowledge or identify a source of information that “reasonably gives rise to a belief in the truth of the allegations presented.” MUR 4960 (Hillary Rodham Clinton For U.S. Senate Exploratory Committee, Inc.), Statement 
	“Unwarranted legal conclusions from asserted facts, see SOR in MUR 4869 (American Postal Workers Union), or mere speculation, see SOR of Chairman Wold and Commissioners Mason and Thomas in MUR 4850 (Fossella), will not be accepted as true. In addition, while credibility will not be weighed in favor of the complainant or the respondent, a complaint may be dismissed if it consists of factual allegations that are rebutted with sufficiently compelling evidence provided in the response to the complaint, see MUR 
	In short, the Commission must conclude, based on the evidence before it, that it believes a violation may have occurred. Guidebook for Complainants and Respondents on the FEC Enforcement Process, at p. 12, Federal Election Commission, May 2012.  The D.C. Circuit has found that “mere ‘official curiosity’ will not suffice as the basis for FEC investigations[.]”  FEC v. Machinists Non-Partisan Political League, 655 F.2d 380, 388 (D.C. Cir. 1981); see also MUR 6296 (Kenneth Buck), Statement of Reasons, Commissi
	 A copy of Mr. Rizik’s declaration affirming these facts is included as Attachment A. 
	 A copy of Mr. Rizik’s declaration affirming these facts is included as Attachment A. 
	1
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	The complaint fails to provide  evidence Mr. Rizik violated the Act.  Instead, it provides only conjecture that someone must have violated the Act, and Mr. Rizik, who had a ministerial role in creating Montcalm LLC, is included to give the complaint the appearance of substance.  Instead, the Commission now has before it facts that Mr. Rizik did not create Montcalm LLC for the purpose of making federal political contributions in general, or this contribution specifically. The Commission also has before it fa
	any

	Respectfully submitted, 
	Figure
	Robert Lenhard Jessica Jensen 
	Attachment 
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	 At .  At .  At . 
	 At .  At .  At . 
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	Attachment A 
	Attachment A 
	BEFORE THE FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 
	) In re MUR 7833 ) ____________________________________) 
	DECLARATION OF MARK E. RIZIK 
	DECLARATION OF MARK E. RIZIK 

	1. My name is Mark E. Rizik. This declaration is made upon my personal knowledge and belief.  I am over the age of 18 and competent to make this declaration. 
	2. I am an attorney specializing in tax and business law with the law firm of Miller, Johnson, Snell & Cummiskey, P.L.C., in Grand Rapids, Michigan. 
	3. I serve as counsel to Greenville Partners LLC. As part of my work for Greenville Partners LLC, I regularly create LLC entities upon the request of Greenville Partners LLC, to be used for various business purposes.   
	4. In September of 2020, I endeavored to create three LLC entities organized under the laws of Michigan.  The entities were to be named Montcalm LLC, Mastodon LLC, and Marathon LLC. 
	5. On September 28, 2020, I caused articles of organization to be filed with the Michigan Department of Licensing and Regulatory Affairs for Montcalm LLC and Mastodon LLC, and I was listed as the registered agent and organizer for both entities. I determined that the name Marathon LLC was not available and did not create an entity by that name. 
	6. At the time Montcalm LLC was organized, I understood the creation of Montcalm LLC to be for purposes other than federal political contributions. I was unaware of 
	any discussion or plans involving the potential use of Montcalm LLC for any federal political contributions. 
	7. On October 23, 2020, I received a telephone call from a reporter asking about a contribution made by Montcalm LLC to the Congressional Leadership Fund. This telephone inquiry was the first time I had heard of the Congressional Leadership Fund or any contribution by Montcalm LLC to the Congressional Leadership Fund. 
	I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct, to the best of my knowledge and belief.  
	Figure
	Mark E. Rizik Date: December 12, 2020 
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	BEFORE THE FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 
	) 
	) MUR7833 
	) 
	RESPONSE OF CONGRESSIONAL LEADERSHIP FUND AND CALEB CROSBY, AS TREASURER 
	By and through undersigned counsel, Congressional Leadership Fund and Caleb Crosby, as Treasurer (collectively, "CLF" or "Respondents"), hereby respond to the Complaint in the above-captioned Matter Under Review. We respectfully request that the Commission find there is no reason to believe a violation of the Federal Election Campaign Act ("PECA" or the "Act") or FEC regulations has occurred, dismiss the Complaint, and close the file as to CLF. 
	FACTUAL BACKGROUND 
	FACTUAL BACKGROUND 
	CLF is an independent expenditure-only committee. On October 8, 2020, CLF received a $150,000 contribution from an entity named Montcalm LLC via wire transfer. On October 22, CLF reported the contribution from Montcalm LLC on its 2020 Post General Report-along with an additional $2.7 million in contributions CLP received in the two-week reporting period.The next day, soon after the Campaign Legal Center released its Complaint in this MUR to the press, a representative of Montcalm LLC provided CLF with writt
	1 

	first time,2 making the public record complete and accurate well in advance of the November 3 election. 
	ARGUMENT 
	The Complaint, which raises allegations under 52 U.S.C. §30122, provides no basis for the Commission to find reason to believe that CLF has violated the law. In fact, the Complaint does not allege-let alone offer any evidence-that CLF knowingly received a contribution in violation of§ 30122. To the contrary, CLF followed Commission precedent and promptly amended its report to attribute the contribution it received from Montcalm LLC to the LLC's sole member, Mr. Meijer, ensuring a complete and accurate publi
	The Complaint does not assert any allegations that CLF has violated the Act or FEC regulations-because it has not. Indeed, the Complaint does not even name CLF as a respondent. The Complaint alleges only that Montcalm LLC may have violated § 30122's prohibition on contributions in the name ofanother when Montcalm LLC contributed to CLF on October 8, 2020. Yet a recipient committee violates§ 30122 only if it knowingly accepted a contribution made in the name of another. See 52 U.S.C. § 30122 ("[N]o person sh
	That is not the case here, as therehere is no claim or evidence in the Complaint that CLF knew of any potential impropriety concerning Montcalm LLC's contribution at the time it was received. Thus, the Commission must find there is no reason to believe as to CLF. See, e.g., MUR 
	CLF's amended pre-General Report that includes the attribution on pg. 193 is available here: CLF also included on page 6 in the amended report miscellaneous text stating that, "(u]pon receipt of written notice from Montcalm LLC, the report is amended to attribute the contribution to the LLCs sole member: Hendrik G. Meijer" to ensure that the public had ample notice of the information amended in the report and the reason for the amendment 
	CLF's amended pre-General Report that includes the attribution on pg. 193 is available here: CLF also included on page 6 in the amended report miscellaneous text stating that, "(u]pon receipt of written notice from Montcalm LLC, the report is amended to attribute the contribution to the LLCs sole member: Hendrik G. Meijer" to ensure that the public had ample notice of the information amended in the report and the reason for the amendment 
	2 
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	6485 (W. Spann.), First General Counsel's Report at 16 (recommending Commission find no RTB where there was no information in the complaint to suggest that when the recipient committee received the contribution, it was aware of any impropriety). 
	Furthermore, immediately upon receipt of notification from Montcalm LLC's representative, CLF followed FEC precedent and clarified the public record by attributing the contribution to Montcalm LLC's sole member in accordance with the attribution rules at 11 C.F.R. §110. l(g). Just as the controlling Commissioners recognized in MURs 7031& 7034 (Children of Israel)-where a recipient committee similarly had filed an amended report attributing an LLC contribution-any further enforcement action here "would vindi
	Montcalm LLC's contribution represents less than 0.1 % of the $131 million in contributions that CLF has received in 2020 to date. 
	Montcalm LLC's contribution represents less than 0.1 % of the $131 million in contributions that CLF has received in 2020 to date. 
	1 


	CONCLUSION 
	CONCLUSION 
	For the foregoing reasons, Respondents respectfully request that the Commission find there is no reason to believe a violation has occurred, dismiss this matter, and close the file. 
	Respectfully submitted, 
	= ds~ ~ 
	JONES DAY 
	51 Louisiana A venue, NW 
	Washington, DC 20001 
	(202) 879-3939 
	Counsel to Congressional Leadership Fund and Caleb Crosby, as Treasurer 
	3 
	FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 
	Washington, DC 20463 
	Figure
	September 2, 2021 
	Hendrik G. Meijer 45 Ottawa Avenue, SW, Suite 1100 Grand Rapids, MI 49503 
	RE: MUR 7833 
	Dear Mr. Meijer: 
	The Federal Election Commission (“Commission”), the regulatory agency that administers and enforces the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended (“Act”), received a complaint alleging violations of the Act and the Commission’s regulations.  A copy of that complaint is enclosed. Although the complaint does not identify you by name, it appears that your activities may fall within the scope of the alleged violations described in the complaint.  You therefore are being provided this notice of the compl
	Specifically, the complaint alleges that an unknown person violated 52 U.S.C. § 30122, a provision of the Act, by using a limited liability company, Montcalm, LLC (“Montcalm”), to make a $150,000 contribution in the name of another to an independent-expenditure-only political committee, Congressional Leadership Fund and Caleb Crosby in his official capacity as treasurer (“CLF”).  The complaint also alleges that Montcalm violated 52 U.S.C. §§ 30102, 30103, and 30104 by failing to register and report as a pol
	The Office of the General Counsel is reviewing this information to determine whether to recommend to the Commission that there is reason to believe that you violated the Act or Commission regulations. A “reason to believe” finding is not a finding that any person violated the Act; rather, it means only that the Commission believes a violation may have occurred.  Before we make any recommendation to the Commission, the Act affords you the opportunity to demonstrate in writing that no action should be taken a
	MUR 7833 Hendrik Meijer Page 2 of 2 
	This matter will remain confidential unless you notify the Commission in writing that you wish the matter to be made public.  See 52 U.S.C. §§ 30109(a)(4)(B) and 30109(a)(12).  Please be advised that, although the Commission cannot disclose information regarding an investigation to the public, it may share information on a confidential basis with other law enforcement agencies.
	1

	If you intend to be represented by counsel in this matter, please advise the Commission by completing the enclosed form stating the name, address, and telephone number of such counsel, and authorizing such counsel to receive any notifications and other communications from the Commission. Please note that you are required to preserve all documents, records, and materials relating to the subject matter of the complaint until we notify you that the Commission has closed its file in this matter. See 18 U.S.C. §
	Any correspondence sent to the Commission, such as a response, must be addressed to one of the following (note, if submitting via email this Office will provide an electronic receipt): 
	Mail Email 
	Federal Election Commission cela@fec.gov 
	Office of Complaints Examination 
	and Legal Administration 
	ATTN: Christal Dennis, Paralegal 
	1050 First Street, NE 
	Washington, DC 20463 
	As indicated in the FEC’s Notice found at https://www.fec.gov/resources/cmscontent/documents/status_of_fec_operations_8-10-2020.pdf, the office’s mailroom is open on a limited basis and, therefore, processing paper correspondence may be delayed. Accordingly, we strongly encourage you to file responses and additional correspondence via email. 
	-

	If you have any questions, please call Christal Dennis at (202) 694-1650.  For your information, we have also enclosed a brief description of the Commission’s procedures for handling complaints. 
	Sincerely, 
	Saurav Ghosh Attorney 
	Figure
	The Commission has the statutory authority to refer knowing and willful violations of the Act to the Department of Justice for potential criminal prosecution, 52 U.S.C. § 30109(a)(5)(C), and to report information regarding violations of law not within its jurisdiction to appropriate law enforcement authorities. Id. § 30107(a)(9). 
	Caleb P. Burns 202.719.7451 
	cburns@wiley.law 
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	Wiley Rein LLP 
	1776 K Street NW 
	Washington, DC 20006, October 6, 2021 UNITED STATES OF 
	AMERICA 
	Tel:  202.719.7000 
	CONFIDENTIAL 
	VIA E-MAIL (CELA@FEC.GOV)

	Figure
	Mr. Roy Luckett Attn: Christal Dennis, Paralegal Office of Complaints Examination & Legal Administration Federal Election Commission 1050 First Street, NE Washington, DC 20463 
	Re: MUR 7833 (Hendrik G. Meijer) 
	Dear Mr. Luckett: 
	On September 21, 2021, our client Hendrik G. Meijer received a letter from the Federal Election Commission (“FEC” or “Commission”) notifying Mr. Meijer of a complaint filed by the Campaign Legal Center.  Enclosed is our client’s signed Statement of Designation of Counsel in this matter. 
	As noted in the letter, the complaint does not name Mr. Meijer.  Instead, the complaint alleges that Montcalm LLC (“Montcalm”) violated two provisions of the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971: a prohibition on contributions in the name of another and the registration and reporting requirements applicable to political committees.  This is so, the complaint alleges, because Montcalm contributed to a federal super PAC that did not initially identify Montcalm’s underlying members in the super PAC’s FEC disc
	Montcalm is a single-member LLC whose sole member is Mr. Meijer.  One day after the super PAC filed the FEC report referenced in the complaint, the super PAC filed an amended FEC report attributing the contribution to Mr. Meijer as Montcalm’s single member.  This should, effectively, moot the complaint.  
	Furthermore, the complaint’s allegations are without legal merit.  First, as explained in the Commission’s regulations, contributions from a single-member LLC are attributed directly to the underlying individual member.  Thus, there is no “other” person to serve as the intermediary contributor to sustain an allegation that a contribution was made in the name of another.  Second, the Commission has already held that an individual underlying a single member LLC cannot be a political committee which is defined
	For these reasons – and as explained in more detail in Montcalm’s December 14, 2020 submission – this complaint should be dismissed. 
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	Sincerely, 
	Figure
	Caleb P. Burns Andrew G. Woodson Robert L. Walker 
	Enclosure 
	Figure
	FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 1050 First Street, NE Washington, DC 20463 
	Figure
	STATEMENT OF DESIGNATION OF COUNSEL 
	STATEMENT OF DESIGNATION OF COUNSEL 
	Provide one form for each Respondent/Witness 
	EMAIL AR/MUR/RR/P-MUR# 7833 
	cela@fec.gov 

	Name ofCounsel: Caleb P. Burns, Andrew G. Woodson, Robert L. Walker Firm: Wiley Rein LLP Address: 1776 K Street, NW 
	Washington, D.C. 20006 
	Office#: (202) 719-7000 Fax#: (202) 719-7049 Mobile#: 
	E-mail: , 
	cbums@wiley.law
	awoodson@wiley.law
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	1 $150,000 contribution in the name of another to an independent expenditure-only political 2 committee, Congressional Leadership Fund and Caleb Crosby in his official capacity as treasurer 3 (“CLF”), in violation of the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended (the “Act”).4 The Complaint bases its allegation on the temporal proximity between Montcalm’s formation 5 and the date of contribution, Montcalm’s lack of online presence and business activity, and 6 Montcalm’s address, which it appears to s
	2 
	3
	4 

	10 Montcalm.  One day later, on October 23, 2020, the Complaint was filed with the Commission.11 Later that same day, CLF amended its disclosure report to attribute the contribution to 12 Montcalm’s single member, Hendrik “Hank” Meijer.13 In separate Responses, Montcalm and CLF both state that, after receiving the Complaint 14 and press inquiries regarding the contribution, Montcalm informed CLF that the $150,000 15 contribution was attributable to Meijer as Montcalm’s sole member, and that CLF amended its 
	5
	6 
	7 

	Compl. ¶¶ 2, 5-6, 14-16, Ex. A (Oct. 23, 2020). 
	2 

	Id. ¶¶ 5-6 & n. 2, 8, 13. 
	3 

	Id. ¶¶ 3, 17-24. 
	4 

	CLF, 2020 12-Day Pre-General Report at 192 (Oct. 22, 2020), . 
	5 
	9336412227/202010229336412227.pdf
	https://docquery.fec.gov/pdf/227/20201022 


	CLF, Amended 2020 12-Day Pre-General Report at 193 (Oct. 23, 2020), . Meijer was not initially notified as a respondent, but was subsequently provided notice of the Complaint and an opportunity to respond after it became apparent that his activities may have fallen within the scope of the alleged violations. See Compl. Notif. Letter to Hendrik G. Meijer (Sept. 2, 2021).  Meijer filed a Response which “adopts and incorporates” Montcalm’s Response and summarizes the arguments therein.  Meijer Resp. (Oct. 8, 2
	7 
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	1 disclosure report accordingly.While Montcalm acknowledges that, “[o]n October 8, 2020, 2 Montcalm contributed $150,000 to CLF using capital provided by Mr. Meijer,”it argues that it 3 did not make a contribution in the name of another and merely failed to disclose the identity of 4 5 As explained below, the overall record in this matter supports the conclusion that Meijer 6 made, and that Montcalm knowingly permitted its name to be used to effect, a contribution in the 7 name of another.  Montcalm acknowl
	8 
	9 
	its single member at the time of making the contribution.
	10 

	10 contribution via a wire transfer to CLF, the wire transfer provided Montcalm’s name with no 11   Thus, it appears that Meijer was the true source of the contribution 12 purportedly made in Montcalm’s name, and Montcalm should have disclosed Meijer’s identity as 13 the true contributor at the time of making the contribution.  Accordingly, we recommend that the 14 Commission find reason to believe that Meijer violated 52 U.S.C. § 30122 by making a 15 contribution in the name of another and reason to believ
	mention of Meijer.
	11

	 CLF, 2020 12-Day Pre-General Report at 192 (Oct. 22, 2020), (reporting only Montcalm as the contributor). 
	https://docquery.fec.gov/pdf/227/202010229336412227/202010229336412227.pdf 
	https://docquery.fec.gov/pdf/227/202010229336412227/202010229336412227.pdf 
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	.
	Figure
	  However, the extent of CLF’s knowledge is unclear.  Therefore, we recommend that 
	the Commission find reason to believe that CLF violated 52 U.S.C. § 30122 by knowingly accepting a contribution made in the name of another, and authorize the use of compulsory process to complete the record.  
	We recommend that the Commission find no reason to believe that Mark E. Rizik, Montcalm’s organizer and registered agent, violated 52 U.S.C. § 30122 by making contributions in the name of another and no reason to believe that he violated 52 U.S.C. §§ 30102, 30103, or 30104 by failing to register Montcalm as a political committee and submit the corresponding disclosure reports for political committees.  We also recommend that the Commission find no reason to believe that Montcalm violated 52 U.S.C. §§ 30102,
	II. FACTUAL BACKGROUND 
	Montcalm is a limited liability company (“LLC”) formed in Michigan on September 28,   Rizik provided a sworn affidavit stating that he organized Montcalm on behalf of a client, Greenville Partners LLC, “to be used 
	2020, and its registered agent and organizer is Mark E. Rizik.
	14

	Figure
	Compl., Ex. A (reflecting Montcalm’s articles of organization). 
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	1 
	1 
	for various business purposes.”15
	  Montcalm has a single natural person member, Hendrik 

	2 
	2 
	Meijer, and is a disregarded entity for federal tax purposes.16 
	Hendrik Meijer is the father of 

	3 
	3 
	Peter Meijer, who was a candidate in Michigan’s 3rd Congressional District during the relevant 

	4 
	4 
	period.17 

	5 
	5 
	CLF is a hybrid political committee with a non-contribution account that registered with 

	6 
	6 
	the Commission on October 24, 2011.18 
	Its current treasurer is Caleb Crosby.19
	  During the 

	7 
	7 
	events at issue here, it was an independent expenditure-only political committee (“IEOPC”).20 


	8 9 10 11 12 
	Mark E. Rizik Resp., Ex. A ¶¶ 3, 5 (Dec. 14, 2020) (“Rizik Aff.”).  Rizik states that he is an attorney who specializes in tax and business law, and avers that he “understood the creation of Montcalm LLC to be for purposes other than federal political contributions” and was “unaware of any discussion or plans involving the potential use of Montcalm LLC for any federal political contributions.” Id. ¶¶ 2,6. 
	15 

	Montcalm Resp. at 2. A “disregarded entity,” in the context of a single-member LLC that does not elect to be treated as a corporation, is an LLC whose taxable activities are reflected on its owner’s federal tax return. Single Member Limited Liability Companies, INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE, (last visited Dec. 22, 2023). 
	16 
	businesses-self-employed/single-member-limited-liability-companies 
	https://www.irs.gov/businesses/small
	-


	2020 Michigan U.S. House – District 3 Republican Primary Results, THE DETROIT NEWS (Aug. 6. 2020), . Peter Meijer ultimately won the general election in Michigan’s 3rd Congressional District for the 2021-2022 term. 
	17 
	/
	https://www.detroitnews.com/elections/results/race/2020-08-04-house-R-MI-23754


	CLF, Amended Statement of Organization at 5 (Dec. 18, 2020), ; CLF, Statement of Organization at 2 (Oct. 24, 2011), . 
	18 
	9393370010/202012189393370010.pdf
	https://docquery.fec.gov/pdf/010/20201218 

	.gov/pdf/996/11030681996/11030681996.pdf
	https://docquery.fec 
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	CLF, Amended Statement of Organization at 3 (Feb. 1, 2023), . 
	9578112647/202302019578112647.pdf
	https://docquery.fec.gov/pdf/647/20230201 
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	See CLF, Statement of Organization at 1 (Oct. 24, 2011), (explaining that it intends to raise unlimited funds to make independent expenditures only). 
	/ 11030681996.pdf 
	https://docquery.fec.gov/pdf/996/11030681996
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	On October 8, 2020, “CLF received a $150,000 contribution from an entity named 
	Montcalm LLC via a wire transfer.”
	26 

	Figure
	7   On October 9, 2020, the day after CLF received the contribution, it 8 
	9 began making independent expenditures opposing Hillary Scholten, Peter Meijer’s opponent in 10   Neither CLF nor Montcalm have provided any other information 11 regarding how this contribution was sent or received, or what other information was included 12 with the wiring of the contribution. 
	the general election.
	28

	13 14 15 
	Figure
	26 
	CLF Resp. at 1; 
	Figure
	28 
	FEC Independent Expenditures:  Filtered Results, FEC.GOV, (last visited Dec. 22, 2023) (reflecting CLF’s independent expenditures addressing Michigan’s 3rd Congressional District during the 2020 election cycle); see also Compl. ¶ 7. 
	expenditures/?data_type=processed&q_spender=C00504530&is_notice=false&most_recent=true&candidate_office _state=MI&candidate_office_district=03&min_date=01%2F01%2F2019&max_date=12%2F31%2F2020 
	https://www.fec.gov/data/independent
	-
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	Figure
	7 
	7 
	7 
	On October 22, 2020, CLF filed its 2020 12-Day Pre-General report stating that the 

	8 
	8 
	$150,000 contribution was from Montcalm with no mention of Meijer.33
	  The next day, on 

	9 
	9 
	October 23, 2020, the Complaint in this matter was filed and released to the public.34 
	Members 

	10 
	10 
	of the press contacted Montcalm regarding its contribution.35 
	Montcalm states that after it 

	11 
	11 
	received press inquiries about the contribution to CLF, it conferred with Meijer’s business 

	12 
	12 
	associates as well as CLF, and then informed CLF that the contribution was attributable to 

	13 
	13 
	Meijer as Montcalm’s sole member.36
	  Upon receiving the information from Montcalm, CLF 


	Figure
	CLF, 2020 12-Day Pre-General Election Report at 192 (Oct. 22, 2020), . 
	33 
	/ 202010229336412227/202010229336412227.pdf
	https://docquery.fec.gov/pdf/227


	Compl. at 1, also available at ; see also Melissa Nann Burke, Meijer Family Accused of Ties to ‘Straw Donor’ Scheme; Paperwork Issue Blamed, THE DETROIT NEWS, Oct. 25, 2020, (noting that the Complaint was filed on October 23, 2020, with a public link to the Complaint). 
	34 
	%20LLC%20%28final%20signed%29.pdf
	https://campaignlegal.org/sites/default/files/2020-10/10-23-20%20Montcalm 

	/ news/politics/2020/10/24/meijer-family-accused-ties-straw-donor-scheme-paperwork-blamed/3733858001/ 
	https://www.detroitnews.com/story


	35 
	Montcalm Resp. at 2 (stating that CLF reported the $150,000 contribution on October 22, 2020, and “[o]ne day later, . . . Montcalm received press inquiries about the disclosures.”); see Melissa Nann Burke, Meijer Family Accused of Ties to ‘Straw Donor’ Scheme; Paperwork Issue Blamed, THE DETROIT NEWS, Oct. 25, 2020, (reporting that a “spokesman for the Meijer family attributed the problem to a paperwork issue that’s since been corrected”). 
	paperwork-blamed/3733858001/ 
	https://www.detroitnews.com/story/news/politics/2020/10/24/meijer-family-accused-ties-straw-donor-scheme
	-


	36 
	Montcalm Resp. at 2; see also CLF Resp. at 1. 
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	amended its 2020 12-Day Pre-General Election Report later that day attributing the $150,000 
	contribution to Meijer as the sole member of Montcalm.
	contribution to Meijer as the sole member of Montcalm.
	37 

	Figure
	Figure
	6 7 According to Montcalm, it “contributed $150,000 to CLF using capital provided by Mr. 8 Meijer.”In addition, there appears to be no publicly available information indicating that 9 Montcalm engaged in any activity during the 10 days between the date of its formation and the 
	40 

	Figure
	10 date it purported to make the $150,000 contribution to CLF, nor has Montcalm represented that it 11 engaged in any particular activity.  This contribution, along with another $100,000 contribution 12 to CLF made on October 23, 2020, which was accompanied by information that Meijer was its 13 sole owner and attributed to Meijer by CLF, appear to be the only federal contributions ever 14 
	reported as having been made by Montcalm.
	41 

	Montcalm Resp. at 2; CLF Resp. at 1-2; see also CLF, Amended 2020 12-Day Pre-General Report at 193 (Oct. 23, 2020), . 
	37 
	https://docquery.fec.gov/pdf/232/202010239336506232/202010239336506232.pdf
	https://docquery.fec.gov/pdf/232/202010239336506232/202010239336506232.pdf
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	40 
	Montcalm Resp. at 2. 
	41 
	FEC Individual Contributions: Filtered Results, FEC.GOV, (last visited Dec. 22, 2023) (reflecting contributions made by either “Montcalm LLC” or “Montcalm, LLC”); Montcalm Resp. at 2; CLF, 2020 Amended 30-Day Post-General Report at 367 (Jan. 27, 2021), . 
	contributions/?contributor_name=Montcalm+LLC&contributor_name=Montcalm%2C+LLC 
	https://www.fec.gov/data/receipts/individual
	-

	9413459166/202101279413459166.pdf
	https://docquery.fec.gov/pdf/166/20210127 
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	1 III. LEGAL ANALYSIS 
	2 A. Contributions in the Name of Another 
	3 1. 4 5 The Act prohibits a person from making a contribution in the name of another person, 6 knowingly permitting his or her name to be used to effect such a contribution, or knowingly 7   A contribution includes “any gift, subscription, loan, advance, 8 or deposit of money or anything of value made by any person for the purpose of influencing any 9 election for Federal office.”  The term “person” for purposes of the Act and Commission 10 regulations includes individuals, partnerships, corporations, and 
	No Person May Furnish Another Person with Funds for the Purpose of 
	Making a Political Contribution 
	accepting such a contribution.
	42
	43
	44 

	12 constitute making a contribution in the name of another: 13 (i) Giving money or anything of value, all or part of which was 14 provided to the contributor by another person (the true contributor) 15 without disclosing the source of money or the thing of value to the 16 recipient candidate or committee at the time the contribution is 17 made; or 
	18 (ii) Making a contribution of money or anything of value and 19 attributing as the source of the money or thing of value another 20 
	person when in fact the contributor is the source.
	45 

	21 Because the purpose of the Act’s disclosure requirements is to, among others, reveal the 22 true source from which a contribution to a candidate or committee originates, regardless of the 
	52 U.S.C. § 30122; see also 11 C.F.R. § 110.4(b). 52 U.S.C. § 30101(8)(A). Id. § 30101(11); 11 C.F.R. § 100.10. 11 C.F.R. § 110.4(b)(2)(i)-(ii). 
	42 
	43 
	44 
	45 
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	1 mechanism by which the funds are transmitted,the Commission examines the structure of the 
	46 

	2 transaction itself and the arrangement between the parties to determine who in fact “made” a 
	3 given contribution.  The Commission and the D.C. Circuit have found that Section 30122’s 
	4 prohibition of contributions in the name of another applies to LLCs — such that an LLC cannot 
	5 be used as a “straw donor” to transmit the funds of another but must instead be the true source of 
	6 any contribution it purports to make.
	47 

	7 2. 8 9 
	The Commission Should Find Reason to Believe that Hendrik Meijer 
	Provided Funds to Montcalm to Make a Contribution in Montcalm’s 
	Name 

	10 In prior matters, the Commission has found reason to believe that a contribution was in 
	11 the name of another where the available information indicates that another person provided the 
	12 funds for the purpose of making a contribution and his or her identity was not disclosed to the 
	13 Absent direct evidence as to 
	recipient committee or candidate at the time of the contribution.
	48 

	14 the purpose of providing the funds, the Commission considers the overall record to determine its 
	See Campaign Legal Ctr. v. FEC, 952 F.3d 352, 354 (D.C. Cir. 2020) (“As the Supreme Court has repeatedly declared, the electorate has an interest in knowing where political campaign money comes from and how it is spent by the candidate.  To that end, the [Act] imposes disclosure requirements on those who give and spend money to influence elections. The straw donor provision, 52 U.S.C. § 30122, is designed to ensure accurate disclosure of contributor information.”) (internal citations and quotation marks omi
	46 

	Factual & Legal Analysis (“F&LA”) 5-7, MUR 7903 (Tomfoolery, LLC, et al.) (finding reason to believe that a single member LLC was used as a straw donor to make a contribution in violation of 52 U.S.C. § 30122 where the source of the funds underlying the contribution did not come from the LLC); Campaign Legal Ctr., 952 F.3d at 357 (“The controlling commissioners did not dispute that [52 U.S.C.] § 30122 applies to closely held corporations and corporate LLCs. We agree that it does.”) (emphasis added).  The Co
	47 

	See, e.g., F&LA at 5, MUR 7903 (“[T]he contributions made in Tomfoolery’s name were, in fact, actually made by Thomas A. Chavez, when Chavez furnished Tomfoolery with funds for the purpose of having the LLC make the contributions”); F&LA at 1-2, MUR 6920 (American Conservative Union) (finding reason to believe that the organization made a contribution in the name of another where it stated in an amended tax filing that it merely delivered the contribution upon receipt of the funds from another person); see 
	48 
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	1 purpose.  In the context of contributions made by LLCs, the Commission has addressed 2 whether the LLC “had the means to make the contribution absent an infusion of funds provided 3 for that purpose,” the “temporal proximity between the LLC’s formation date and the 4 contribution,” “the amount of the contribution relative to [the LLC’s] other activities, the LLC’s 5 known activities prior to making the contribution, and whether any other information suggests an 6 attempt to circumvent the Act’s disclosure
	Figure
	50 

	10 contribution to CLF came from Meijer.  In its Response, Montcalm states:  “On October 8, 2020, 11 Montcalm contributed $150,000 to CLF using capital provided by Mr. Meijer.”
	51 

	Figure
	12 13 
	50 see also F&LA at 11, MUR 7464 (LZP, LLC) (explaining that the two days between the LLC’s formation and its contribution, in conjunction with the absence of any public information of the LLC’s 
	activities other than making the contribution, indicated that funds were provided to the LLC for the purpose of making a contribution).  The Commission ultimately split 3-3 in its votes to find probable cause and to dismiss the allegations that the LLC in MUR 7464 made a contribution in the name of another.  Certification (“Cert.”) ¶¶ 1-2 (Apr. 6, 2023), MUR 7464 (LZP, LLC, et al.). 
	51 
	Montcalm Resp. at 2. 
	Figure
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	1 
	1 
	The only question remaining is whether Meijer provided Montcalm with these funds for 

	2 
	2 
	the purpose of making a contribution.  First, Meijer’s intent may be inferred from the available 

	3 
	3 
	information regarding Montcalm’s known activities or lack thereof, coupled with the short 

	4 
	4 
	temporal proximity between when Montcalm was formed and when the contribution at issue was 


	made.  
	Here, Montcalm was formed 
	Figure

	10 
	10 
	10 
	only 10 days prior to when it made the contribution, and there is no indication that Montcalm 

	11 
	11 
	engaged in any business activity during the interim, or afterwards.54
	  Although Montcalm 

	12 
	12 
	contends that its single member, Meijer, “conducts business activities through numerous LLCs 

	13 
	13 
	like Montcalm,”55
	  Montcalm does not state that it was formed to engage in any business 

	14 
	14 
	activities, or that Meijer capitalized or used it for any such activities during its short existence.  

	15 
	15 
	Thus, there is a stronger inference here that Montcalm’s contribution was made in the name of 

	16 
	16 
	another, given the shorter temporal proximity between Montcalm’s formation and the 

	17 
	17 
	contribution at issue, and the apparent lack of any activity by Montcalm other than making 

	18 
	18 
	federal political contributions. 

	19 
	19 
	Next, there are additional factors suggesting that Meijer provided Montcalm with the 

	20 
	20 
	$150,000 for the purpose of making a contribution.  CLF’s disclosure reports indicate that it 


	Figure
	54 
	See Compl. ¶ 8 (alleging that Montcalm does not have, among others, a website, social media page, any federally registered trademarks). 
	55 
	Montcalm Resp. at 2 (emphasis added). 
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	1 
	1 
	received two contributions attributed to Meijer during the 2020 election cycle, and both were 

	2 
	2 
	through Montcalm.56
	  As mentioned above, in its Response, Montcalm states that “[o]n October 

	3 
	3 
	8, 2020, Montcalm contributed $150,000 to CLF using capital provided by Mr. Meijer.”57 

	4 
	4 
	Montcalm then states, “Mr. Meijer, through Montcalm, made a second contribution to CLF on 

	5 
	5 
	October 23, 2020.”58
	  By characterizing Meijer as having made a second contribution through 

	6 
	6 
	Montcalm, Montcalm appears to implicate Meijer as having made the prior contribution on 


	October 8, 2020.59 7 8   Given the short temporal proximity between 9 
	10 the communication and the creation of Montcalm, and the subsequent events of Meijer 
	11 transferring funds into Montcalm which were then used to make a contribution to CLF, it is 
	12 likely that Meijer carried out his intent to contribute to CLF through Montcalm. 
	CLF, 2020 Amended 30-Day Post-General Report at 367 (Jan. 27, 2021), (reflecting an October 23, 2020 contribution from Montcalm to CLF and attributed to Meijer); CLF, 2020 Amended 12-Day Pre-General Report at 193, (reflecting an October 8, 2020 contribution from Montcalm to CLF and attributed to Meijer). 
	56 
	/ 202101279413459166/202101279413459166.pdf 
	https://docquery.fec.gov/pdf/166

	/ pdf/491/202101279413458491/202101279413458491.pdf 
	https://docquery.fec.gov


	Montcalm Resp. at 2. 
	57 

	Id. 
	58 

	Montcalm’s Response states that “Meijer’s business associates made clear to CLF that the contribution should be attributed to Mr. Meijer as the sole owner of Montcalm.” Montcalm Resp. at 2. This appears to mischaracterize the second contribution as originating from Montcalm’s funds, rather than coming from Meijer’s personal funds.  While the attribution to Meijer arguably mitigates the impact of the misrepresentation by linking Meijer to the contribution, it raises a question as to whether this second contr
	59 

	Figure
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	1 Montcalm nevertheless argues that it did not permit its name to be used to effect a 2 contribution made in the name of another because there is only one “person” involved in the 3   According to Montcalm, “[m]aking a contribution in the name of 4 another requires two persons — one to make the contribution and another who is the ‘true 5 contributor’ on whose behalf the contribution is made.”  Noting that the Commission’s 6 regulations provide that contributions by LLCs like Montcalm ⸺ an LLC with a single 
	making of the contribution.
	61
	62
	rather than a separate person.
	63

	10 name of another does not require two persons because a person may violate section 30122 by 11   Moreover, the Act provides that an LLC 12 is a legally distinct “person”  Indeed, in MUR 7903 (Tomfoolery, 13 LLC, et al.), the Commission found reason to believe that a single-member LLC and its sole 
	providing a false name, including one that is fictional.
	64
	 that may make contributions.
	65

	Montcalm Resp. at 1, 4-5. 
	61 

	Id. at 4. 
	62 

	Id. at 5 (citing 11 C.F.R. § 110.1(g)(4)). 
	63 

	Boender, 649 F.3d at 660 (“[T]oday we join the Ninth Circuit in holding that § 441f [now § 30122] unambiguously proscribes straw man, as well as false name, contributions.”); O’Donnell, 608 F.3d at 548–49 (holding that providing a false name, which occurs when a person “represents that the contribution is from another person who may be real or fictional, with or without obtaining that person’s consent,” violates 2 U.S.C. § 441f (now designated at 52 U.S.C. § 30122)). 
	64 

	See 52 U.S.C. § 30101(8) (including “corporation” in the definition of “person”); 11 C.F.R. § 110.1(g) (providing the various ways that contributions from LLCs should be attributed); 
	65 
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	1 member violated 52 U.S.C. § 30122 where the LLC made a straw donor contribution using funds 2 3 Montcalm also contends that the Commission should dismiss the matter because it 4 disclosed the “relevant information” regarding “the identity of Montcalm’s single member, Mr. 5 Meijer, in connection with one contribution” only one day after CLF filed its initial 2020 12-Day 6   In support of its argument that 7 the matter should be dismissed because Meijer’s identity was ultimately disclosed to the public, 8 M
	provided by its sole member for that purpose.
	66 
	Pre-General Election Report and before the relevant election.
	67
	2017).
	68 

	10 As an initial matter, the record does not indicate that Montcalm ever disclosed to CLF the 
	11 “relevant information” ⸺ that Meijer is not just its single member, but also the true source of the 
	12   In addition, the Statements of Reasons cited by Montcalm 
	funds underlying the contribution.
	69

	13 were not supported by four or more Commissioners.  Furthermore, they noted other factors in 
	14 favor of dismissal not present here, namely:  that the regulated community did not have prior 
	15 notice that individuals could violate 52 U.S.C. § 30122 by making contributions in the name of 
	F&LA at 5-7, MUR 7903; see also Campaign Legal Ctr., 952 F.3d at 357 (agreeing that 52 U.S.C. § 30122 applies to closely held corporations and corporate LLCs). 
	66 

	Montcalm Resp. at 3-4. 
	67 

	Id. at 4 (citing Statement of Reasons (“SOR”), Comm’rs Petersen, Hunter, & Goodman at 13 n.70, MUR 6485 (W Spann LLC, et al.), et al. (Apr. 1, 2016), SOR, Comm’rs Hunter & Petersen at 13, MURs 7014, 7017, 7019, & 7090 (DE First Holdings, et al.), et al., SOR, Comm’rs Hunter & Petersen at 7-8, MUR 6969 (MMWP12 LLC, et al.), MURs 7031 & 7034 (Children of Israel, et al.), and Campaign Legal Ctr. v. FEC, 245 F. Supp. 3d 119, 125 (D.D.C. 2017)). 
	68 

	Compare Montcalm Resp. at 2 (“Meijer was disclosed as the single member of Montcalm only one day after this information would have otherwise become a matter of public record”), with SOR, Comm’rs. Hunter & Petersen at 13, MUR 7014, et al. (DE First Holdings, et al.), et al. (noting that “Garipalli asked Coalition for Progress to update its disclosure reports to reflect that he, and not DE First, made a contribution” as a factor towards dismissing the allegations). 
	69 
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	1 their closely held corporations and corporate LLCs,and that the regulated community did not 2 In 3 contrast, here, not only did Montcalm have ample notice of the various Statements of Reasons 
	70 
	have prior notice that the LLC attribution rules at 11 C.F.R § 110.1(g) applied to IEOPCs.
	71 

	explaining that its conduct would be prohibited by 52 U.S.C. § 30122,
	72 

	Figure
	Figure
	6 Finally, while Montcalm also cites to Campaign Legal Ctr. v. FEC, 245 F. Supp. 3d 7 119, 125 (D.D.C. 2017), that opinion is inapposite as it addresses a complainant’s standing to 8 9 The overall record in this matter thus supports the conclusion that Meijer was the true 
	Figure
	challenge the Commission’s dismissal of the matters.
	74 

	10 source of the $150,000 contribution made in Montcalm’s name and that Montcalm failed to 11 disclose Meijer’s identity as the true source when it made the contribution.  Accordingly, we 12 recommend that the Commission find reason to believe that Meijer made a contribution in the 13 name of another in violation of 52 U.S.C. § 30122, and reason to believe that Montcalm 14 knowingly permitted its name to be used to effect such a contribution in violation of 52 U.S.C. 15 § 
	30122.
	75 

	SOR, Comm’rs. Hunter & Petersen at 10-13, MURs 7014, et al. (DE First Holdings, et al.), et al.; SOR, Comm’rs. Petersen, Hunter, & Goodman at 13-14, MUR 6485 (W Spann LLC, et al.), et al. (Apr. 1, 2016). 
	70 

	SOR, Comm’rs. Hunter & Petersen at 1-2, 5-7, MUR 6969 (MMWP12 LLC, et al.), MURs 7031& 7034 (Children of Israel, LLC, et al.) (explaining that these matters presented novel issues as the LLCs identified in the complaints did not opt to be taxed like corporations and IEOPCs can accept both corporate contributions and contributions in unlimited amounts). 
	71 

	See supra note 70. 
	72 

	Figure
	74 
	Campaign Legal Ctr. v. Fed. Election Comm’n, 245 F. Supp. 3d 119, 123 (D.D.C. 2017). 
	75 
	See F&LA at 5-7, MUR 7903 (finding reason to believe that an LLC and its single member violated 52 U.S.C. § 30122 where the LLC made a straw donor contribution using funds provided to it for that purpose from its single member). 
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	1 3. 2 3 Although the Commission has not defined the word “knowingly” at 52 U.S.C. § 30122, 4 in past matters it has found reason to believe that a person knowingly accepted a contribution 5 made in the name of another where the available information indicates that the recipient was 6 aware that the purported contributor may not have been the true source of the contribution.  7 Specifically, in MUR 5305, the Commission addressed a conduit reimbursement scheme where 8 the candidate personally accepted contri
	The Commission Should Find Reason to Believe that CLF Knowingly 
	Accepted a Contribution Made in the Name of Another 
	from the owner or other employees.
	76
	his businesses.
	77
	78

	17 principal campaign committee knowingly and willfully violated the Act by knowingly accepting 18 
	contributions made in the name of another.
	79 

	F&LA at 3, MUR 5305 (Dario Herrera, et al.). 
	76 

	Id. at 4. 
	77 

	Id. 
	78 

	Id. Ultimately, the Commission took no further action and closed the file as to the candidate and his principal campaign committee where the Office of General Counsel found, through an investigation, that the candidate did not suggest the conduit reimbursement scheme and the scheme’s participants did not discuss it with the candidate. Fifth Gen. Counsel’s Rpt. at 2-3, MUR 5305 (Dario Herrera, et al.); Cert. ¶ 1 (Feb. 22, 2006), MUR 5305 (Dario Herrera, et al.). 
	79 
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	First General Counsel’s Report 
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	1 
	1 
	In addition, in MUR 5279, the Commission addressed a committee’s acceptance of 40 

	2 
	2 
	checks that were transmitted together on the same day by a corporation.80
	  The Commission 

	3 
	3 
	stated, “Questions concerning the integrity of the contributions were apparent from the signature 

	4 
	4 
	on the checks, the corporate name printed on the face of the checks, the reported addresses of the 

	5 
	5 
	contributors, and the method of delivery.”81 
	While the committee’s assistant treasurer stated that 

	6 
	6 
	he questioned these contributions, the available information showed that the committee did not 

	7 
	7 
	take any action to determine their legality.82 
	Noting that the “treasurer accepted bundled checks 

	8 
	8 
	transmitted by a corporation that were facially questionable” without taking action as required by 

	9 
	9 
	11 C.F.R. § 103.3(b), the Commission thus found reason to believe that the Committee 

	10 
	10 
	knowingly accepted a contribution in the name of another.83 


	Figure
	See F&LA at 2, MUR 5279 (Bradley for President, Inc.); see also F&LA at 1-3, MUR 5279 (Charles Kushner) (describing the same checks). 
	80 

	F&LA at 2, MUR 5279 (Bradley for President, Inc.). The Commission further stated, “when a set of contributions is received from a corporation on the same day with the same signature on all identically printed business checks, this should raise some concerns.” Id. at 3 n.1. 
	81 

	82 
	Id. at 3; see 11 C.F.R. § 103.3(b)(1) (requiring treasurers who deposit “[c]ontributions that present a genuine question as to whether they were made by corporations, labor organizations, foreign nationals, or Federal contractors . . . [to] make his or her best efforts to determine the legality of the contribution”). 
	83 
	F&LA at 4 & n.2, MUR 5279 (Bradley for President, Inc.). Ultimately, the Commission did not find that the committee knowingly accepted contributions made in the name of another, and instead entered into a conciliation agreement finding that the committee improperly attributed the contributions in violation of the Commission’s regulations concerning partnership contributions, CA ¶ V.1, MUR 5279 (Bradley for President), as an investigation revealed that the funds underlying the contributions generally came ou
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	  Subsequently, on October 8, 2020, “CLF received a $150,000 contribution from an 
	Figure

	entity named Montcalm LLC via a wire transfer,”85 2   The following day, on October 9, 2020, CLF began 3 
	making independent expenditures opposing Hillary Scholten, Peter Meijer’s opponent in the 
	upcoming general election.87 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
	Figure
	CLF Resp. at 1. 
	85 

	Figure
	FEC Independent Expenditures: Filtered Results, FEC.GOV, (last visited Dec. 22, 2023) (reflecting CLF’s independent expenditures addressing Hillary Scholten in the 2020 election cycle). 
	87 
	expenditures/?data_type=processed&q_spender=C00504530&is_notice=false&most_recent=true&candidate_id=H0 MI03316&min_date=01%2F01%2F2019&max_date=12%2F31%2F2020 
	https://www.fec.gov/data/independent
	-
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	1 2 
	3 
	3 
	3 
	Therefore, we recommend that the Commission find reason to believe that CLF and 

	4 
	4 
	Caleb Crosby in his official capacity as treasurer violated 52 U.S.C. § 30122 by knowingly 

	5 
	5 
	accepting a contribution made in the name of another and authorize the use of compulsory 

	6 
	6 
	process to further develop the factual record through an investigation with CLF to determine its 

	7 
	7 
	knowledge as to the source of the $150,000 contribution purportedly from Montcalm. 

	8 
	8 
	4. 
	The Commission Should Find No Reason to Believe as to the Allegations 

	9 
	9 
	as to Rizik 

	10 
	10 
	The available record provides no indication that Montcalm’s registered agent and 

	11 
	11 
	organizer, Mark E. Rizik, participated in the relevant categories of statutorily prohibited conduct, 

	12 
	12 
	since he does not appear to have been either the contributor or the conduit for the contribution at 

	13 
	13 
	issue.95 
	Rizik also provided a sworn affidavit stating that he was “unaware of any discussion or 

	14 
	14 
	plans involving the potential use of Montcalm LLC for any federal political contributions.”96 


	Figure
	95 
	52 U.S.C. § 30122 (prohibiting any person from making, knowingly permitting his name to be used to effect, or knowingly accepting, a contribution in the name of another). 
	96 
	Rizik Aff. ¶ 6; see also Montcalm Resp. at 2 n.5 (“To the best of Montcalm’s knowledge, Mark Rizik, who we understand is also a Respondent in this matter, was not involved in the process of making this contribution.”). 
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	Figure
	3 
	3 
	3 
	 the available information does not undercut Rizik’s assertion that 

	4 
	4 
	he was unaware of how Montcalm would be used prior to its formation.  Moreover, Montcalm’s 

	5 
	5 
	acknowledgement that Meijer was the source of the funds that it sent to CLF would exclude 

	6 
	6 
	Rizik from being the true source.98 
	Therefore, we recommend that the Commission find no 

	7 
	7 
	reason to believe that Rizik violated 52 U.S.C. § 30122 by making contributions in the name of 

	8 
	8 
	another. 

	9 
	9 
	B. 
	Political Committee Status 

	10 
	10 
	The Act defines a political committee as “any committee, club, association, or other 

	11 
	11 
	group of persons” that receives aggregate contributions or makes aggregate expenditures in 

	12 
	12 
	excess of $1,000 during a calendar year.99
	  Notwithstanding the threshold for contributions and 

	13 
	13 
	expenditures, an organization is considered a political committee only if its “major purpose is 

	14 
	14 
	Federal campaign activity (i.e., the nomination or election of a Federal candidate).”100 
	Political 

	15 
	15 
	committees are required to register with the Commission, meet organizational and recordkeeping 

	16 
	16 
	requirements, and file periodic disclosure reports.101 

	17 
	17 
	The Complaint alleges that Montcalm was both a conduit for the contribution of another 

	18 
	18 
	person and a political committee that failed to register and report as required.  However, by 

	19 
	19 
	definition, a person can be either a conduit that transmits the contribution of another person, or 


	Figure
	98 
	Montcalm Resp. at 2. 
	99 
	52 U.S.C. § 30101(4)(A). 
	100 
	Political Comm. Status, 72 Fed. Reg. 5,595, 5,597 (Feb. 7, 2007); see Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1, 79 (1976); FEC v. Mass. Citizens for Life, Inc., 479 U.S. 238, 262 (1986). 
	101 
	See 52 U.S.C. §§ 30102, 30103, 30104. 
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	1 the source of that contribution — not both.Because the record indicates that Montcalm 2 merely transmitted Meijer’s contributions to CLF, by implication, Montcalm did not make those 3 contributions.  Montcalm therefore does not appear to have satisfied the statutory threshold for 4 political committee status.  Accordingly, consistent with our recommendation to find reason to 5 believe under section 30122, we recommend that the Commission find no reason to believe that 6 Montcalm violated 52 U.S.C. §§ 3010
	102 
	103 

	10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 
	Figure
	102 
	See Campaign Legal Ctr., 952 F.3d at 358 (finding that the Commission provided a reasonable basis for its decision to not investigate the allegations that the LLCs were political committees where the Commission found that the LLCs acted as conduits rather than political committees). 
	103 
	The Complaint’s allegations raise the question whether an individual could ever be personally liable under the Act’s registration and reporting requirements, but because, as a threshold matter, Montcalm need not register and report as a political committee, the Commission need not consider that question in this matter. 
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	Figure
	Figure
	V. INVESTIGATION 
	While the current record establishes that CLF accepted a $150,000 contribution in the name of another, the statute and regulation only impose liability on the part of the receiving 
	committee when such a contribution is “knowingly” accepted. 
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	1 2 3 4 5 While 6 
	7 the Office of General Counsel will seek to obtain these responses and materials via voluntary 
	8 means, we also recommend that the Commission authorize the use of compulsory process, 
	9 including the issuance of appropriate interrogatories, document subpoenas, and deposition 
	10 subpoenas, should that become necessary.  The interrogatories and subpoenas would be directed 
	11 to CLF, as well as its representatives, and to Montcalm, Meijer and their representatives. 
	12 VI. RECOMMENDATIONS 
	13 
	13 
	13 
	1. Find reason to believe that Hendrik G. Meijer violated 52 U.S.C. § 30122 by 14 making a contribution in the name of another; 

	15 
	15 
	2. Find reason to believe that Montcalm LLC violated 52 U.S.C. § 30122 by 16 knowingly permitting its name to be used to effect a contribution in the name of 17 another; 

	18 
	18 
	3. Find reason to believe that Congressional Leadership Fund and Caleb Crosby in 19 his official capacity as treasurer violated 52 U.S.C. § 30122 by knowingly 20 accepting a contribution made in the name of another; 

	21 
	21 
	4. Find no reason to believe that Mark E. Rizik violated 52 U.S.C. §§ 30102, 30103, 22 30104, or 30122 by failing to register and report Montcalm LLC as a political 23 committee or by making a contribution in the name of another and close the file 24 as to him; 

	25 
	25 
	5. Find no reason to believe that Montcalm LLC violated 52 U.S.C. §§ 30102, 26 30103, or 30104 by failing to register and report as a political committee; 


	Figure
	______________________________Claudio J. PaviaDeputy Associate General Counsel for Enforcement______________________________Mark ShonkwilerAssistant General Counsel______________________________Jacob Tully Attorney 
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	1 6. Approve the attached Factual and Legal Analyses; 
	2 7. Authorize conciliation with Hendrik G. Meijer and Montcalm LLC prior to a 3 finding of probable cause to believe; 
	4 8. Authorize the use of compulsory process; 
	5 9. Approve the attached Conciliation Agreement; and 
	6 10. Approve the appropriate letters. 
	7 Lisa J. Stevenson 8 Acting General Counsel 
	9 Charles Kitcher 10 Associate General Counsel for Enforcement 11 
	December 22, 2023
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	27 4. Factual and Legal Analysis – Mark E. Rizik 
	1 FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 2 FACTUAL AND LEGAL ANALYSIS 3 4 Respondent: Mark E. Rizik MUR 7833 5 6 I. INTRODUCTION 
	7 Mark E. Rizik is the organizer and registered agent of Montcalm LLC (“Montcalm”), a 8 limited liability company formed just 10 days prior to making a $150,000 contribution to an 9 independent expenditure-only political committee (“IEOPC”), Congressional Leadership Fund 
	10 and Caleb Crosby in his official capacity as treasurer (“CLF”).  The Complaint alleges that an 11 unknown person made this contribution in the name of another through Montcalm, which 12 violated the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended (the “Act”).  The Complaint 13 also alleges that Rizik violated the Act by failing to register and report Montcalm as a political 14 committee despite its meeting the legal requirements for political committee status.15 For the reasons set forth below, the Com
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	Compl. ¶¶ 2, 5-6, 14-16, Ex. A (Oct. 23, 2020). 
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	2 
	Id. ¶¶ 3, 17-24. 
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	3 
	Compl., Ex. A (reflecting Montcalm’s articles of organization). 
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	1 be used for various business purposes.”Rizik’s affidavit states that he was “unaware of any 2 discussion or plans involving the potential use of Montcalm LLC for any federal political 3 contributions.”  The available information does not undercut Rizik’s assertion that he was 4 unaware of how Montcalm would be used prior to its formation.  Montcalm has a single natural 5 person member, Hendrik Meijer, and is a disregarded entity for federal tax purposes.  Hendrik 6 Meijer is the father of Peter Meijer, wh
	4 
	5
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	7 
	8

	10 at issue here, it was an independent expenditure-only political committee.  On October 22, 
	9

	11   One day later, on 
	2020, CLF reported a $150,000 contribution as being made by Montcalm.
	10

	12 Later that same day, CLF 
	October 23, 2020, the Complaint was filed with the Commission.
	11 

	Mark E. Rizik Resp., Ex. A ¶¶ 3, 5 (Dec. 14, 2020) (“Rizik Aff.”).  Rizik states that he is an attorney who specializes in tax and business law, and avers that he “understood the creation of Montcalm LLC to be for purposes other than federal political contributions” and was “unaware of any discussion or plans involving the potential use of Montcalm LLC for any federal political contributions.” Id. ¶¶ 2,6. 
	4 

	Rizik Aff. ¶ 6. 
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	2020 Michigan U.S. House – District 3 Republican Primary Results, THE DETROIT NEWS (Aug. 6. 2020), .  Peter Meijer ultimately won the general election in Michigan’s 3rd Congressional District for the 2021-2022 term. 
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	See CLF, Statement of Organization at 1 (Oct. 24, 2011), (explaining that it intends to raise unlimited funds to make independent expenditures only). 
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	/ 11030681996.pdf 
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	CLF, 2020 12-Day Pre-General Report at 192 (Oct. 22, 2020), 
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	Compl. at 1 (reflecting receipt date of October 23, 2020). 
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	1 amended its disclosure report to attribute the contribution to Montcalm’s single member, 2 3 III. LEGAL ANALYSIS 4 A. Contribution in the Name of Another 
	Hendrik “Hank” Meijer.
	12 

	5 1. 6 7 The Act prohibits a person from making a contribution in the name of another person, 8 knowingly permitting his or her name to be used to effect such a contribution, or knowingly 9   A contribution includes “any gift, subscription, loan, advance, 10 or deposit of money or anything of value made by any person for the purpose of influencing any 11 election for Federal office.”  The term “person” for purposes of the Act and Commission 12 regulations includes individuals, partnerships, corporations, an
	No Person May Furnish Another Person with Funds for the Purpose of 
	Making a Political Contribution 
	accepting such a contribution.
	13
	14
	15 

	14 constitute making a contribution in the name of another: 15 (i) Giving money or anything of value, all or part of which was 16 provided to the contributor by another person (the true contributor) 17 without disclosing the source of money or the thing of value to the 18 recipient candidate or committee at the time the contribution is 19 made; or 
	20 (ii) Making a contribution of money or anything of value and 21 attributing as the source of the money or thing of value another 22 
	person when in fact the contributor is the source.
	16 

	12 
	12 
	12 
	CLF, Amended 2020 12-Day Pre-General Report at 193 (Oct. 23, 2020), https://docquery.fec.gov/pdf/232/ 

	202010239336506232/202010239336506232.pdf. 
	202010239336506232/202010239336506232.pdf. 

	13 
	13 
	52 U.S.C. § 30122; see also 11 C.F.R. § 110.4(b). 

	14 
	14 
	52 U.S.C. § 30101(8)(A). 

	15 
	15 
	Id. § 30101(11); 11 C.F.R. § 100.10. 

	16 
	16 
	11 C.F.R. § 110.4(b)(2)(i)–(ii). 

	Attachment 4 
	Attachment 4 

	Page 3 
	Page 3 
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	1 Because the purpose of the Act’s disclosure requirements is to, among others, reveal the 
	2 true source from which a contribution to a candidate or committee originates, regardless of the 
	3 mechanism by which the funds are transmitted,the Commission examines the structure of the 
	17 

	4 transaction itself and the arrangement between the parties to determine who in fact “made” a 
	5 given contribution.  The Commission and the D.C. Circuit have found that Section 30122’s 
	6 prohibition of contributions in the name of another applies to LLCs — such that an LLC cannot 
	7 be used as a “straw donor” to transmit the funds of another but must instead be the true source of 
	8 any contribution it purports to make.
	18 

	9 2. 
	Mark E. Rizik 

	10 The available record provides no indication that Rizik, as Montcalm’s registered agent 
	11 and organizer, participated in the relevant categories of statutorily prohibited conduct, since he 
	12 
	does not appear to have been either the contributor or the conduit for the contribution at issue.
	19 

	13 Rizik also provided a sworn affidavit stating that he was “unaware of any discussion or plans 
	14 involving the potential use of Montcalm LLC for any federal political contributions.”  The 
	20

	See Campaign Legal Ctr. v. FEC, 952 F.3d 352, 354 (D.C. Cir. 2020) (“As the Supreme Court has repeatedly declared, the electorate has an interest in knowing where political campaign money comes from and how it is spent by the candidate.  To that end, the [Act] imposes disclosure requirements on those who give and spend money to influence elections. The straw donor provision, 52 U.S.C. § 30122, is designed to ensure accurate disclosure of contributor information.”) (internal citations and quotation marks omi
	17 

	Factual & Legal Analysis (“F&LA”) at 5-7, MUR 7903 (Tomfoolery, LLC, et al.) (finding reason to believe that a single member LLC was used as a straw donor to make a contribution in violation of 52 U.S.C. § 30122 where the source of the funds underlying the contribution did not come from the LLC); Campaign Legal Ctr., 952 F.3d at 357 (“The controlling commissioners did not dispute that [52 U.S.C.] § 30122 applies to closely held corporations and corporate LLCs. We agree that it does.”) (emphasis added).  The
	18 

	52 U.S.C. § 30122 (prohibiting any person from making, knowingly permitting his name to be used to effect, or knowingly accepting, a contribution in the name of another). 
	19 

	Rizik Aff. ¶ 6. 
	20 
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	1 available information does not undercut Rizik’s assertion that he was unaware of how Montcalm 2 would be used prior to its formation.  Moreover, after the filing of the Complaint, CLF amended 3 its disclosure report to attribute the contribution to Meijer, showing that Rizik was not the source 4 of the contributed funds.  Therefore, the Commission finds no reason to believe that Rizik 5 violated 52 U.S.C. § 30122 by making contributions in the name of another. 6 B. Political Committee Status 7 The Act def
	21

	10 expenditures, an organization is considered a political committee only if its “major purpose is 11 Federal campaign activity (i.e., the nomination or election of a Federal candidate).”Political 12 committees are required to register with the Commission, meet organizational and recordkeeping 13 14 The Complaint alleges that Montcalm was both a conduit for the contribution of another 15 person and a political committee that failed to register and report as required.  However, by 16 definition, a person can
	22 
	requirements, and file periodic disclosure reports.
	23 
	24 

	52 U.S.C. § 30101(4)(A). 
	21 

	Political Comm. Status, 72 Fed. Reg. 5,595, 5,597 (Feb. 7, 2007); see Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1, 79 (1976); FEC v. Mass. Citizens for Life, Inc., 479 U.S. 238, 262 (1986). 
	22 

	See 52 U.S.C. §§ 30102, 30103, 30104. 
	23 

	See Campaign Legal Ctr., 952 F.3d at 358 (finding that the Commission provided a reasonable basis for its decision to not investigate the allegations that the LLCs were political committees where the Commission found that the LLCs acted as conduits rather than political committees). 
	24 
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	1 contributions.  Montcalm therefore does not appear to have satisfied the statutory threshold for 2 political committee status.  Accordingly, the Commission finds no reason to believe that Rizik 3 violated 52 U.S.C. §§ 30102, 30103, or 30104 by failing to register Montcalm as a political 4 committee and submit the corresponding disclosure reports for political committees. 
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	In the Matter of 
	In the Matter of 
	In the Matter of 
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	Montcalm LLC; Hendrik G. Meijer; 
	Montcalm LLC; Hendrik G. Meijer; 
	) 

	Mark E. Rizik; Congressional Leadership 
	Mark E. Rizik; Congressional Leadership 
	) 

	Fund and Caleb Crosby in his official 
	Fund and Caleb Crosby in his official 
	) 

	capacity as treasurer 
	capacity as treasurer 
	) 


	CERTIFICATION 
	CERTIFICATION 

	I, Vicktoria J. Allen, recording secretary of the Federal Election Commission executive session, do hereby certify that on February 27, 2024, the Commission took the following actions in the above-captioned matter:  
	1. Decided by a vote of 5-0 to: 
	Dismiss the allegation that Congressional Leadership Fund and 
	Caleb Crosby in his official capacity as treasurer violated 52 U.S.C. 
	§30122 by knowingly accepting contributions made in the name of 
	another. 
	Commissioners Cooksey, Dickerson, Lindenbaum, Trainor and Weintraub voted 
	affirmatively for the decision.  Commissioner Broussard abstained. 
	2. Decided by a vote of 6-0 to: 
	a. 
	a. 
	a. 
	Find no reason to believe that Mark E. Rizik violated 52 U.S.C. §§ 30102, 30103, 30104, or 30122 by failing to register and report Montcalm LLC as a political committee or by making a contribution in the name of another and close the file as to him. 

	b. 
	b. 
	Find no reason to believe that Montcalm LLC violated 52 U.S.C. §§ 30102, 30103, or 30104 by failing to register and report as a political committee. 

	c. 
	c. 
	Approve the relevant portions of the Factual and Legal Analyses, as recommended in the First General Counsel’s Report dated December 22, 2023. 
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	Commissioners Broussard, Cooksey, Dickerson, Lindenbaum, Trainor, and Weintraub 
	voted affirmatively for the decision. 
	3. Failed by a vote of 1-4 to: 
	a. 
	a. 
	a. 
	Find reason to believe that Hendrik G. Meijer violated 52 U.S.C.  § 30122 by making a contribution in the name of another. 

	b. 
	b. 
	Find reason to believe that Montcalm LLC violated 52 U.S.C.  § 30122 by knowingly permitting its name to be used to effect a contribution in the name of another. 

	c. 
	c. 
	Approve the relevant portions of the Factual and Legal Analyses, as recommended in the First General Counsel’s Report dated December 22, 2023. 

	d. 
	d. 
	Authorize conciliation with Hendrik G. Meijer and Montcalm LLC prior to a finding of probable cause to believe. 

	e. 
	e. 
	Approve the relevant Conciliation Agreements, as recommended in the First General Counsel’s Report dated December 22, 2023. 

	f. 
	f. 
	Approve the appropriate letters. 


	Commissioner Weintraub voted affirmatively for the motion.  Commissioners Cooksey, Dickerson, Lindenbaum, and Trainor dissented.  Commissioner Broussard abstained. 
	4. Decided by a vote of 6-0 to: 
	a. 
	a. 
	a. 
	Close the file. 

	b. 
	b. 
	Send the appropriate letters. 


	Commissioners Broussard, Cooksey, Dickerson, Lindenbaum, Trainor, and Weintraub vote affirmatively for the decision. 
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	FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 
	WASHINGTON, D.C. 
	1 March 13, 2024 2 3 4 5 TO: The Commission 6 7 FROM: Lisa J. Stevenson 8 Acting General Counsel 9 
	MEMORANDUM 

	10 Charles Kitcher 
	11 Associate General Counsel for Enforcement 
	12 
	16 Jacob Tully 
	14 Deputy Associate General Counsel for Enforcement 
	13 BY: Claudio J. Pavia 
	Figure

	15 
	17 Attorney 
	18 
	19 SUBJECT: MUR 7833 (Montcalm LLC, et al.) 
	20 
	21 22 On February 27, 2024, the Commission voted to find no reason to believe that Montcalm 23 LLC violated 52 U.S.C. §§ 30102, 30103, or 30104 by failing to register and report as a political 24 committee and voted to approve the relevant portions of the Factual and Legal Analyses.  The 25 Commission also dismissed the allegation that Congressional Leadership Fund and Caleb Crosby 26 in his official capacity as treasurer violated 52 U.S.C. § 30122 by knowingly accepting 27 contributions made in the name of
	MUR 7833 (Montcalm LLC, et al.) Memorandum to the Commission Page 2 of 2 
	1 portions, requiring further Commission approval. Because the file is closed, in order to approve 2 the edited Factual and Legal Analysis as to Montcalm LLC, we recommend that the Commission 3 reopen the MUR 7833 file, approve the Factual and Legal Analysis, and then close the file. 4 5 RECOMMENDATIONS 6 7 1. Reopen MUR 7833; 
	8 
	8 
	8 
	2. Approve the attached Factual and Legal Analysis; 

	9 
	9 
	3. Close the file effective 30 days from the date of certification of this vote (or on the 10 next business day after the 30th day, if the 30th day falls on a weekend or holiday); 11 and 

	12 
	12 
	4. Send the appropriate letters. 
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	CERTIFICATION 

	I, Laura E. Sinram, Secretary and Clerk of the Federal Election Commission, do hereby certify that on April 02, 2024, the Commission failed by a vote of 2-4 to take the following actions in MUR 7833: 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	Reopen MUR 7833. 

	2. 
	2. 
	Approve the Factual and Legal Analysis, as recommended in the Memorandum to the Commission dated March 13, 2024. 

	3. 
	3. 
	Close the file effective 30 days from the date of certification of this vote (or on the next business day after the 30 day, if the 30 day falls on a weekend or holiday). 
	th
	th
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	Send the appropriate letters. Commissioners Broussard and Weintraub voted affirmatively for the 
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	Saurav Ghosh, Esq. Campaign Legal Center 1101 14th Street, NW, Suite 400 Washington, DC 20005 
	sghosh@campaignlegalcenter.org 

	RE: MUR 7833 
	Montcalm LLC, et al. 
	Dear Mr. Ghosh: 
	The Federal Election Commission has considered the allegations contained in the above referenced complaint from the Campaign Legal Center dated October 23, 2020.   
	On February 27, 2024, the Commission found that there is no reason to believe Montcalm LLC violated 52 U.S.C. §§ 30102, 30103, or 30104 by failing to register and report as a political committee.  The Commission further found that there is no reason to believe Mark E. Rizik violated 52 U.S.C. §§ 30102, 30103, 30104, or 30122 by failing to register Montcalm LLC as a political committee and file required disclosure reports or by making a contribution in the name of another. 
	The Commission determined to dismiss the allegation that Congressional Leadership Fund and Caleb Crosby in his official capacity as treasurer violated 52 U.S.C. § 30122 by knowingly accepting a contribution made in the name of another.  There was an insufficient number of votes to find reason to believe Montcalm LLC or Hendrik G. Meijer violated 52 U.S.C. § 30122 by making or knowingly permitting one’s name to be used to effect a contribution in the name of another.  Accordingly, the Commission closed its f
	Documents related to the case will be placed on the public record within 30 days.   See Disclosure of Certain Documents in Enforcement and Other Matters, 81 Fed. Reg. 50,702 (Aug. 2, 2016).  The Factual and Legal Analysis, which explains certain of the Commission’s findings, is enclosed for your information.  A Statement of Reasons and, if applicable, an additional Factual and Legal Analysis further explaining the Commission’s decision will follow. 
	The Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended, allows a complainant to seek judicial review of the Commission’s dismissal of this action.  See 52 U.S.C. § 30109(a)(8). 
	If you have any questions, please contact Jake Tully, the attorney assigned to this matter, at (202) 694-1404. 
	Sincerely, 
	Mark Shonkwiler Assistant General Counsel 
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	7 Mark E. Rizik is the organizer and registered agent of Montcalm LLC (“Montcalm”), a 8 limited liability company formed just 10 days prior to making a $150,000 contribution to an 9 independent expenditure-only political committee (“IEOPC”), Congressional Leadership Fund 
	10 and Caleb Crosby in his official capacity as treasurer (“CLF”).  The Complaint alleges that an 11 unknown person made this contribution in the name of another through Montcalm, which 12 violated the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended (the “Act”).  The Complaint 13 also alleges that Rizik violated the Act by failing to register and report Montcalm as a political 14 committee despite its meeting the legal requirements for political committee status.15 For the reasons set forth below, the Com
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	1 be used for various business purposes.”Rizik’s affidavit states that he was “unaware of any 2 discussion or plans involving the potential use of Montcalm LLC for any federal political 3 contributions.”  The available information does not undercut Rizik’s assertion that he was 4 unaware of how Montcalm would be used prior to its formation.  Montcalm has a single natural 5 person member, Hendrik Meijer, and is a disregarded entity for federal tax purposes.  Hendrik 6 Meijer is the father of Peter Meijer, wh
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	10 at issue here, it was an independent expenditure-only political committee.  On October 22, 
	9

	11   One day later, on 
	2020, CLF reported a $150,000 contribution as being made by Montcalm.
	10

	12 Later that same day, CLF 
	October 23, 2020, the Complaint was filed with the Commission.
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	Mark E. Rizik Resp., Ex. A ¶¶ 3, 5 (Dec. 14, 2020) (“Rizik Aff.”).  Rizik states that he is an attorney who specializes in tax and business law, and avers that he “understood the creation of Montcalm LLC to be for purposes other than federal political contributions” and was “unaware of any discussion or plans involving the potential use of Montcalm LLC for any federal political contributions.” Id. ¶¶ 2,6. 
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	Rizik Aff. ¶ 6. 
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	2020 Michigan U.S. House – District 3 Republican Primary Results, THE DETROIT NEWS (Aug. 6. 2020), .  Peter Meijer ultimately won the general election in Michigan’s 3rd Congressional District for the 2021-2022 term. 
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	1 amended its disclosure report to attribute the contribution to Montcalm’s single member, 2 3 III. LEGAL ANALYSIS 4 A. Contribution in the Name of Another 
	Hendrik “Hank” Meijer.
	12 

	5 1. 6 7 The Act prohibits a person from making a contribution in the name of another person, 8 knowingly permitting his or her name to be used to effect such a contribution, or knowingly 9   A contribution includes “any gift, subscription, loan, advance, 10 or deposit of money or anything of value made by any person for the purpose of influencing any 11 election for Federal office.”  The term “person” for purposes of the Act and Commission 12 regulations includes individuals, partnerships, corporations, an
	No Person May Furnish Another Person with Funds for the Purpose of 
	Making a Political Contribution 
	accepting such a contribution.
	13
	14
	15 

	14 constitute making a contribution in the name of another: 15 (i) Giving money or anything of value, all or part of which was 16 provided to the contributor by another person (the true contributor) 17 without disclosing the source of money or the thing of value to the 18 recipient candidate or committee at the time the contribution is 19 made; or 
	20 (ii) Making a contribution of money or anything of value and 21 attributing as the source of the money or thing of value another 22 
	person when in fact the contributor is the source.
	16 
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	52 U.S.C. § 30101(8)(A). 
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	Id. § 30101(11); 11 C.F.R. § 100.10. 
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	11 C.F.R. § 110.4(b)(2)(i)–(ii). 
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	1 Because the purpose of the Act’s disclosure requirements is to, among others, reveal the 
	2 true source from which a contribution to a candidate or committee originates, regardless of the 
	3 mechanism by which the funds are transmitted,the Commission examines the structure of the 
	17 

	4 transaction itself and the arrangement between the parties to determine who in fact “made” a 
	5 given contribution.  The Commission and the D.C. Circuit have found that Section 30122’s 
	6 prohibition of contributions in the name of another applies to LLCs — such that an LLC cannot 
	7 be used as a “straw donor” to transmit the funds of another but must instead be the true source of 
	8 any contribution it purports to make.
	18 

	9 2. 
	Mark E. Rizik 

	10 The available record provides no indication that Rizik, as Montcalm’s registered agent 
	11 and organizer, participated in the relevant categories of statutorily prohibited conduct, since he 
	12 
	does not appear to have been either the contributor or the conduit for the contribution at issue.
	19 

	13 Rizik also provided a sworn affidavit stating that he was “unaware of any discussion or plans 
	14 involving the potential use of Montcalm LLC for any federal political contributions.”  The 
	20

	See Campaign Legal Ctr. v. FEC, 952 F.3d 352, 354 (D.C. Cir. 2020) (“As the Supreme Court has repeatedly declared, the electorate has an interest in knowing where political campaign money comes from and how it is spent by the candidate.  To that end, the [Act] imposes disclosure requirements on those who give and spend money to influence elections. The straw donor provision, 52 U.S.C. § 30122, is designed to ensure accurate disclosure of contributor information.”) (internal citations and quotation marks omi
	17 

	Factual & Legal Analysis (“F&LA”) at 5-7, MUR 7903 (Tomfoolery, LLC, et al.) (finding reason to believe that a single member LLC was used as a straw donor to make a contribution in violation of 52 U.S.C. § 30122 where the source of the funds underlying the contribution did not come from the LLC); Campaign Legal Ctr., 952 F.3d at 357 (“The controlling commissioners did not dispute that [52 U.S.C.] § 30122 applies to closely held corporations and corporate LLCs. We agree that it does.”) (emphasis added).  The
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	52 U.S.C. § 30122 (prohibiting any person from making, knowingly permitting his name to be used to effect, or knowingly accepting, a contribution in the name of another). 
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	Rizik Aff. ¶ 6. 
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	MUR 7833 (Mark E. Rizik) Factual & Legal Analysis Page 5 of 6 
	1 available information does not undercut Rizik’s assertion that he was unaware of how Montcalm 2 would be used prior to its formation.  Moreover, after the filing of the Complaint, CLF amended 3 its disclosure report to attribute the contribution to Meijer, showing that Rizik was not the source 4 of the contributed funds.  Therefore, the Commission finds no reason to believe that Rizik 5 violated 52 U.S.C. § 30122 by making contributions in the name of another. 6 B. Political Committee Status 7 The Act def
	21

	10 expenditures, an organization is considered a political committee only if its “major purpose is 11 Federal campaign activity (i.e., the nomination or election of a Federal candidate).”Political 12 committees are required to register with the Commission, meet organizational and recordkeeping 13 14 The Complaint alleges that Montcalm was both a conduit for the contribution of another 15 person and a political committee that failed to register and report as required.  However, by 16 definition, a person can
	22 
	requirements, and file periodic disclosure reports.
	23 
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	52 U.S.C. § 30101(4)(A). 
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	Political Comm. Status, 72 Fed. Reg. 5,595, 5,597 (Feb. 7, 2007); see Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1, 79 (1976); FEC v. Mass. Citizens for Life, Inc., 479 U.S. 238, 262 (1986). 
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	See 52 U.S.C. §§ 30102, 30103, 30104. 
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	See Campaign Legal Ctr., 952 F.3d at 358 (finding that the Commission provided a reasonable basis for its decision to not investigate the allegations that the LLCs were political committees where the Commission found that the LLCs acted as conduits rather than political committees). 
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	1 contributions.  Montcalm therefore does not appear to have satisfied the statutory threshold for 2 political committee status.  Accordingly, the Commission finds no reason to believe that Rizik 3 violated 52 U.S.C. §§ 30102, 30103, or 30104 by failing to register Montcalm as a political 4 committee and submit the corresponding disclosure reports for political committees. 
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	FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION WASHINGTON, D.C. 
	April 3, 2024 
	BY EMAIL AND CERTIFIED MAIL 
	BY EMAIL AND CERTIFIED MAIL 

	Caleb P. Burns Wiley Rein LLP 1776 K Street NW Washington, DC 20006 
	CBurns@wiley.law 

	RE: MUR 7833 Montcalm LLC 
	Dear Mr. Burns: 
	On October 29, 2020, the Federal Election Commission notified your client, Montcalm LLC, of a complaint alleging violations of certain sections of the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended (the “Act”).  
	On February 27, 2024, the Commission found, on the basis of the information in the complaint and your response, that there is no reason to believe Montcalm LLC violated 52 U.S.C. §§ 30102, 30103, or 30104 by failing to register and report as a political committee.  There was an insufficient number of votes to find reason to believe Montcalm LLC violated 52 U.S.C. § 30122 by knowingly permitting its name to be used to effect a contribution in the name of another.  Accordingly, the Commission closed its file 
	Documents related to the case will be placed on the public record within 30 days.   See Disclosure of Certain Documents in Enforcement and Other Matters, 81 Fed. Reg. 50,702 (Aug. 2, 2016).  A Statement of Reasons and, if applicable, a Factual and Legal Analysis further explaining the Commission’s decision will follow. 
	If you have any questions, please contact Jake Tully, the attorney assigned to this matter, at (202) 694-1404. Sincerely, 
	Figure
	Mark Shonkwiler Assistant General Counsel 
	Figure
	FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION WASHINGTON, D.C. 
	April 3, 2024 
	BY EMAIL AND CERTIFIED MAIL 
	BY EMAIL AND CERTIFIED MAIL 

	Caleb P. Burns Wiley Rein LLP 1776 K Street NW Washington, DC 20006 
	CBurns@wiley.law 

	RE: MUR 7833 Hendrik G. Meijer 
	Dear Mr. Burns: 
	On September 2, 2021, the Federal Election Commission notified your client, Hendrik G. Meijer, of a complaint alleging violations of certain sections of the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended (the “Act”).  
	On February 27, 2024, the Commission considered the complaint but there was an insufficient number of votes to find reason to believe that Hendrik G. Meijer violated 52 U.S.C. § 30122 by making a contribution in the name of another.  Accordingly, the Commission closed its file in this matter. 
	Documents related to the case will be placed on the public record within 30 days.   See Disclosure of Certain Documents in Enforcement and Other Matters, 81 Fed. Reg. 50,702 (Aug. 2, 2016).  A Statement of Reasons further explaining the Commission’s decision will follow. 
	If you have any questions, please contact Jake Tully, the attorney assigned to this matter, at (202) 694-1404. 
	Sincerely, 
	Figure
	Mark Shonkwiler Assistant General Counsel 
	Figure
	FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION WASHINGTON, D.C. 
	April 3, 2024 
	BY EMAIL AND CERTIFIED MAIL 
	BY EMAIL AND CERTIFIED MAIL 

	Megan Sowards Newton, Esq. JONES DAY 51 Louisiana Avenue, NW Washington, DC 20001 
	msowardsnewton@jonesday.com 

	RE: MUR 7833 
	Congressional Leadership Fund 
	and Caleb Crosby in his 
	official capacity as treasurer 
	Dear Ms. Sowards Newton: 
	On December 1, 2020, the Federal Election Commission notified your client, Congressional Leadership Fund and Caleb Crosby in his official capacity as treasurer, of a complaint alleging violations of certain sections of the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended (the “Act”).  
	On February 27, 2024, the Commission determined, on the basis of the information in the complaint and your response, to dismiss the allegation that Congressional Leadership Fund and Caleb Crosby in his official capacity as treasurer violated 52 U.S.C. § 30122 by knowingly accepting a contribution made in the name of another.  Accordingly, the Commission closed its file in this matter. 
	Documents related to the case will be placed on the public record within 30 days.   See Disclosure of Certain Documents in Enforcement and Other Matters, 81 Fed. Reg. 50,702 (Aug. 2, 2016).  A Statement of Reasons further explaining the Commission’s decision will follow. 
	If you have any questions, please contact Jake Tully, the attorney assigned to this matter, at (202) 694-1404. 
	Sincerely, 
	Figure
	Mark Shonkwiler Assistant General Counsel 
	Figure
	FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION WASHINGTON, D.C. 
	April 3, 2024 
	BY EMAIL AND CERTIFIED MAIL 
	BY EMAIL AND CERTIFIED MAIL 

	Robert Lenhard Covington & Burling LLP One CityCenter 850 Tenth Street, NW Washington, DC 20001-4956 
	rlenhard@cov.com 

	RE: MUR 7833 Mark E. Rizik 
	Dear Mr. Lenhard: 
	On October 29, 2020, the Federal Election Commission notified your client, Mark 
	E. Rizik, of a complaint alleging violations of certain sections of the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended (the “Act”).  
	On February 27, 2024, the Commission found, on the basis of the information in the complaint and your response, that there is no reason to believe Mark E. Rizik violated 52 U.S.C. §§ 30102, 30103, 30104, or 30122 by failing to register Montcalm LLC as a political committee and file required disclosure reports or by making a contribution in the name of another.  Accordingly, the Commission closed its file in this matter. 
	Documents related to the case will be placed on the public record within 30 days.   See Disclosure of Certain Documents in Enforcement and Other Matters, 81 Fed. Reg. 50,702 (Aug. 2, 2016).  The Factual and Legal Analysis, which explains the Commission’s findings, is enclosed for your information. 
	If you have any questions, please contact Jake Tully, the attorney assigned to this matter, at (202) 694-1404. 
	Sincerely, 
	Figure
	Mark Shonkwiler Assistant General Counsel 
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